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- In the dreary, empty house ;

They have ended life’s brief story,
They have reached the home ‘of glory,
Over death victorious,
Hush that sobbing, weep more Tightly,—
On we travel, daily, nightly,
To the rest that they have found;
Are we not upon the river,

Sailing fast, to meet forever
On more holy, happy ground ?

On we haste, to home invited,

There with friends to be united
:

In a surer bond than here;
Meeting soon, and met forever!
Glorious hope! forsake us never,
For thy glimmering light is dear.
Ah! the way is shifiing clearer,

:

As we journey ever nearer

To the everlasting home;
Comrades who await our landing,
+ Friends who round the throne are standing,
‘We salute you, and we come.
?

MipNAPORE,

-

.

Soy,

INDIA, Feb. 28, 1871.

What has become of the Bible and Tract

figures_are firm facts. I wish these figures
“were
endly, but somehow the more I look
at them, the more fiercely they frown at me.
In the year 1868 there was received here

the

Foreign

Mission Treasurer at

Doy er, Rupees 599 or ‘nearly $300 in gold.
In '69 there came R's."471 or about $285

‘in gold..

In '70 only R's. 196 or less than

$100 in gold. The books were made over to
me in August, '70, and my official eyes have

_been
all

gladdened by but ome remittance in
thesé

months

for

this

cause,

Send us,

for the love of Christ, send us money to
print his precios Word for the jungle people,—the

Santals, for whom no other press

is printing. We wish .to print a revision
of the gospel of John during the present

season for them.

And for the Oriyas, and

Bengalis of our extensive field, shall we not

and that

was less than $20, and Bro. Libby said,
if I recollect correctly, that this was more

MAY

3; 187 1.

i

presumptous _Tequests, But Ho does oop
. Events of the Week.
|
———
His promises. (He never promised to let)’ A
DECISION
REVERSED.
i
Winter came and went; but so gentle you or me hold the reins.) He always
’
was its approach, and so pleasant was its answers a right prayer, andin the way, and | Something over 4 year ago, the Supreme
stay, that one accustomed to the sterner .at the. time, which His all-wise love deter- | {y ourt deeided that the Legal-Tender act.
winters of our more easterly localities, can mines. And with unexpected deliverance was not binding as to contracts made bescarcely realize the fact that the cold sea- and blessing He often surprises us. In fore its passage in 1862. . About a week
son of the year has passed. We have had Christ _dwelleth all the fullness of the God- ago, the same Court, but now having nine
but little snow,—scarcely enough at any one head. Inmy Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ judges instead of eight ‘as then, reversed
time, to cover the ground #d with the is a fullness of grace, and strength, and the decision, and declare that creditors arts’
exception of a few days, have had remark- peace, and consolation that no man has obliged to accept greenbacks for debts con-

Nebradha. FR
at.

ably good roads. There has been no rain
worthy of note since November; and, to-

day,

as we write, so softly and sweetly’

ever

been able to explore, and all the needy

tracted before its passage. ¢ Chief-Justice

sinners in the universe could. never be able
to exhaust.
:

Chase is among those who

God miust take it,ill in us that we ask for
comes the breeze from the sanny south
be publishing our standard Christian books ? that, with much anxiety, we look forward so little, and with sucha puny faith. He
Brethren of the home churches, send up to the day, not far distant, when our broad must wonder that we expect so little from
your contributions to Dover, for the Bible prairies shall againbe covered with all the Him. Paul looked for and confidently exand Tract Cause, and thus print good books beauty that nature can give them.
pected the magnificent inheritance of ¢“ a
that will preach for you te the Beaten many
crown of righteousness laid up for him.” So
POLITICAL.
years after you are dead.
may all the followers of Jesus. I expect
The principal excitement of the winter
Last month it was my privilege to write
that if I endure to the end I shall.be saved.
of a trip among the Santals, and I hoped to has been the impeachment trial of Gov. I expect, and confidently too,” that through
have more to say about them this time; but Butler, which hag given rise to no small faith I shall be kept by the power of God
in” this my plans have been quite upset. discussion throughout the state. We think unto salvation, I expect that when I walk
Just as my boxes were being filled with it is generally admitted that the Governor through the valley of the shadow of death,
books for the journey .over the Silda hills, has been guilty of gross misdemeanors. He will be with me. Heaven is to me an exthere came a telegram from Balasore to at- The trial has been postponed for a hearing pectation. Behind the night called Death
tend Bro. Smith, who has been quite sud- early in May, and will, justice being dohe, lies the day-dawn of Heaven's exceeding
‘weight of glory. I expect that if I hold fast
denly prostrated by a dangerous disease. result in. his conviction,
to. Christ, I shall see it. ‘My soul, wait
RELIGIOUS INTEREST.
Through the divine blessing. he is now fast
recovering, and I hope will soon, be able to
Quite a religious interest has prevailed thou only upon God! My expectation is
do his regular work. But the trip on med: during the winter under the efficient labors from Him!”
ical duty occupied ten days, and when I re- of Rev. W:. A. Presson, of the M. E.
turned home it was tqp late to join the San- church of this. place. Revival meetings |«Happy Is He.”
:

tal brethren who had gone dn.

So I had

were commenced

early in the winter, which

to give it up this month, and must wait Were continued some eight weeks, resulting
awhile. Thank God,however, for plenty of in the conversion of about eighty persons.
work at home.
Busy times these are here,
Among the converts there were the gamI assure” you, now, but here is our ever- bler, the drunkard and tke saloon keeper.
present Helper ready to carry us, safely The work has been an important one, and

:

the stato your
makes
of our

and

correct, print

and bind, for the salva-

we humbly trust that it is destined to re-

seemed to me of her own making:

sult in a more general dissemination of
God's truth throughout this new country.
No little religious interest has also prevailed at several other important points in the

complained ofher husband, of her children,
of her pastor and of herself.

state.

At Lingoln,

the

state

were informed that a F. B.

capital,

charch

be organized, some three weeks

was

© “Why ? Willy,” I said.

* “She is so doleful, she makes

to

since, un-

She

look dark.

to preach for him who proved rather a dull “lesson is learnt, the better.

‘This silent preacher often goes Where none

speaker, and whose sermon was unusually
long. The people became wearied; and,
as Dr. Strong lived near the bridge, near
the commencement of the “afternoon service
he saw his people flocking across the river

youth, growing up in the light of parental:

of us-can go.

To-day 1 have finished the soniily oxamination--of the Santal school, or rather

the whole school, boys and girls together.
There has been very decided improvement
during the past two months.
been teaching instead of- Tuplan, whose
name signifies tempest, but whose nature
comes as close as it well could to a dead
calm.
This calm tempest: took * himself
away about a month ago, because I could
not pay him higher wages for neglecting
his duty, and because I could notafford him

where the girls live. . A small building of

in excess of receipts upwards of seven hundred rupees, The fact is, we can not shut
down all together, and print no more tracts
and Scriptures for the people. = The-Santals

unburnt brick will be ready for them in a
few days. Thehouse into which the school

These are, ‘the figures on one side of the

goes is the little one where we lived several
months

with

a family of thirty

orphans.

are entirely dependent on us for all their The Santal school was never so.large. There
books, and there is more or less call for aré now nearly seventy names on the roli.
Bengali and Oriya books all the time. Shall Including the girls and the day scholars,’ we
Wwe try to supply this demand or not? Is have upwards of un hundred pupils.
not our Printing press here for this very
At the last Santal Teachers’ Convention,
purpose?
Job-work was not what the
brethren of the home churches gave us this

excellent press for. Our prime object was,
and still is, the printing of Christian books
for the heathen. The good friends at New

to hear the same young man in the afternoon.

Gathering up his wits,

which gen-

erally came at his bidding, he said to the
young minister, ‘“My brother across the iver is rather feeble, and Iknow he

will take

it kindly to have you preach to his people;
and, if you will do so, I will givé you a note

the extreme felicity of half a dozen sii®kes #6 him, and will be as much obliged to you

~ the close of last year the expenditures wore

even numbers. |.

to the other church. He readily understood that they feared that they should haye

Mr. Martin, ‘Inspector of schools, suggested that now no one receive appointment as
teacher of jungle schools who has not spent
at least six months in the Training school

at Midnapore.

This will bring us the right

sermon that

it will accomplish
anything if they do, we
must wait at least another week to see.

Mission Field.
.

Fr

INDIA.
The April No, of the Miss. Herald contains a
notice of the Free Baptist mission in Orissa, and
Mid«

the -Santal

* Tt is always a pleasureto be -

so

different

in addition to this, an oldér pupil will write out
a row of letters in a large hand for a copy he
¢ abounds.
He writes the letters, calls out each
one with a hearty ring, looks at them carefully

to

St.

for a moment and then rubs them out, and

from

A.

the same thing over and over for at least an hour
at a time with a never flagging zest. . . Usu-

Johnson’s proverbial tour that it is a pleas-

men who leave their jungle homes to come" here
to make a businessof learning, do indeed make a
business of it. ‘The number of these young ‘men
increases eaciifyear, and they are no-longer con| fined to those who have neither cast nor charac-

He goes along quietly, endures receptions
as an epicure would cold

toast,

makes but

_few speeches and those to the point, has
nothing in particular to say about the
and

the

Flag,”

smokes

mear

Borne

ter subsides.
railroad tracks
communication
cut off. This

ter tolose..

of

ing. ”»

thirty-three years without visiting England.
He'is now, at the age of 60, strong and active.
The American Reformed Mission has 17 native
preachers, 6 theological students and more tham
400 eommunicants.
They have chapels here and
in different parts of the province, a new theological school-house and spacious and substantial

dwelling houses built of bricks and well adapted
to health, comfort and economy.

has about the same number

of church-mémbers

converts to Christianity in this province. Says
Dri Dean: “ When I was last here,~twentyeight years ago,—the§ numbered but two or:
three disciples. This field has been more pro-ductive of fruit than most others among the
Chinese, and proves the power of the gospel to°

transform and save the Chinese.”
Dr. Dean, speaking of the wants of the

south-

ern China mission, says: ‘ Within-30 miles
Swaton are hundreds oftowns and millions

of
of

people speaking one dialect, with but one Ameri-can missionary on the ground.
An old and tried
native preacher is now unemployed for want. of

funds.

The church at Hong Koug with

preacher is without

help

from)

keeping up services. where

home

a mative
and

two were

still

baptized

‘last Sabbath.
Cities with 100 ,000 or 200,000 peo-.
ple, others of 20,000 or 30,000 or 50,000 within a
few hours’ distance from here are still unsupplied with the gospel for the want ofa few hundred dollars to rent chapels or pay for laborers to
give them the gospel.” Surely the perishing
wants of the Chinese are not understood br the
churches of America.”

appropriat-

out the provisions of the new ecivil-service
This act was passed quietly at the end
of the 41st Congress. The friends of civilservice reform failing “in their efforts to
carry through am imperative and thorough
close

:

and native preach&rs as each of the missions
named above, making more than 1200 Chinese

ing $10,000 to enable the President to carry

the

.

The English Presbyterian Mission in Amdy

CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.
Our Civil Service may be partially re-

near

L]

cants and. twelye or fifteen native preachers.
Rev. John Stronach has laboredin this mission

Houses are carried away,
are submerged, and direct
with the North is entirely
is one of the episddes to

‘measure, succeeded

in the

CHINA.
The mission at Amoy, planted by ‘the London
Miss. Soc., now numbers about 400 communi-

Carre, La.,

was one not generally noticed,

Members-of the best families

Santal country ask for admittance, and appliéants +
are so many that we can select the! most _promis-

which dwellers along the Mississippi are always liable, because the river will rise
higher than its natural banks, and man has
not yet been able to build artificial ones
strong enough to resist it.
It will proba| bly take months to repair the damages in
the present case.

:

doer

ally in less than a year they arein the Primary
Geography and Peep of Day. . . The young

ure to refer to it. It really seems as though
the President is trying to recuperate him-.
self after the labors of the past few months.

and is doing untold damage. An immense
volume of water is pouring through the
opening, which is 1100 ft. wide; the country is being widely submerged, and no
hindrance ean be offered to. it until the wa-

AFRICA.

*

The Macedonian, iu speaking “of
© the; Baptist
Mission in Africa, says their field ‘presents’ large:
and new openings for the gospel. Nine have

been baptized at Bexley. Many more have Been:
converted within six_months at Virgiga.A

of the

admiration, with everything to foster his
lar appropriasession in tacking to the r
vanity and self-esteem, is surprised to find,
‘tion bill an’ amendment giving the President
and often unwilling to acknowledge, the

Greenvillé there are large

and

interesting

con~

gregations, and the preaching of the word is at~
tended with divine power. Among the native

| authority to institute a system of rigid comsuperiority ‘of other people. But he is competitive examinations of candidates for of-.}| Bassas, there is a great thirst for the Word of God
pelled to learn his own insignificance; his
fice. But by a strange oversight the provision and for the education of the young. The chief
airs are ridiculed, his blunders exposed, his was not accompanied by an appropriation and peeple of a native town recently gathered at
wishes disregard.d, and he is
e to cuta by which boards of examination could be a moment's call to hear the gospel, and the chief’
afterwards exhorted
his people.to a daily regard
sorry figure, until his self-co
is abased, ‘established and¢ tthe other features carried forthe divine word. New houses of worship
and he feels that he knows
ng.
‘into éffect.. The mistake was corrected in had been erected in Congotown and Edina.
‘When a young man has thoroughly com- the late deficiency bill, and the President is
On the first of Jan., 1871, the Berlin Mission
prehended the fact that - he knows nothing, therefore endowed with ample power and Society, by reason of the war between Prussia
and that intri
y he is but of little means to work a thorough reform .in civil and France, found itself in debt 10,000 thalers.
value,

the

next

lesson is that

the

world

service, in accordance with

cares nothing about him. - He is the subject

the

In a most unexpected

recommen--

manner Providence has

provided the needed amount. In 1857, Cornelius
Kok, the well-known Griqua Captain, conveyed

dations in his ate message.

no man’s overwhelming admiration;
neither petted by the one sex, nor envied by!

to this society three or four square miles of ter-

RETURNING TO BARBARISM,

| ritory,

lying on the Vaal river, South Africa, for

the nominal sum of 500 thalers.

This gift was in-

tended to aid the Society in giving the gospel to
the Korannas,
A part of it, however, was so
barren and worthless that the Land Commission

eign ambassadors that the schools’ for the of the Orange Free State did not regard it as deserving the honor of being taxed. Yet in this
before him one-half of Dr. Strong's people ;. or introduction will give him this; he must education of females be abolished; that the desolaté region, ‘diamonds have been found durand they had to listen one hour and a half do something to be recognized as some- ‘teaching to the male subjects of the Em- ing the last few months! A multitude of adpire of all doetrines opposed to those of venturers rashed to the spot to enrich themselves
>
to the same dull, humdrum sermon that bodw
The next lesson is that of patience. A Confucius be forbidden; that missionaries with the newly found treasure, and while it was.
they heard in the morning. They underinvited tq preach most

stood

joke,

He

saw

some use to society.

said

they

man must learn to wait, as well as to work,

shall be considered Chinese subjects, and

and to be content with those

that wemen

cordially.

however,

and

wouldnefer undertake: to run

away from

| Dr. Strong again,

Great Feresiatiogs.
——

Rev. Theodore Cuyler has an

encourag-

ing article n alate number of the idepen~

No

recommendations

means of ad-

shall not be: permitted access to

vancement in life, Which he may use with

the Empire in that capacity.

integrity

dors are also notified that the attendance

and

honor.

Patience

is one

of

The ambassaof

the most difficult lessons to learn.’ It is
natural for the mind to look for immediate

women upon religious services was one of.
the reasons for the recent massacres of for-

results.

eigners, and that though

i

these

évents

can

Let this, then, be understood at star ting ; not but be deplored by the Imperidl govthat the patient ‘conquest of difficulties ernment, compensation for their .commis:
which rise in the regular and legitimate ‘sion is absolutely refused.
channels of business and entegprise, is not
PREPARING TO BEGIN.

onljessential in securing the
Mcoess which * Thiers has just issued an official docua young-man seeks in’ life, but essential also ‘ment stating that his government is about

inipossible to keep them

aw Vay,

the missiona--

ries stipulated that a certain percentage of the
précious stones discovered upon their property

should

be given to them,

In this way

10,000

thalers were secured for the missionaryJ society
dont ¢ the end of 1870, just enengh i cance] the:

eb

:
CENTRAL TU RKEY.
The Yield of tiymission lies just east and north

of ‘the eastern

epd ofthe Mediterranean Sea and

mostly’ west of the Euphrates. It has a populs-tion of moresthan 3,000,000,the majority of whom
are Turks. There are also among them 100,000
+ | Armenians, with whom evangelical labors commenced in the year 1847. This mission pow has

99 churches

with

tive preachers,

1,468 members.

Tt;has 21 ha-

14 of whom are ordained, 31 Sab-

bath “schools and 32 places where the gospel is
regularly preached. 44 school tedchers and a fhe

to that preparation of the mind requisite for getting ready to do something. They would ological seminary with 85 students. Says
Trowbridge, one of the missionaries,
he rothe enjoyment of success, and for retaining have done something before this, but: the sponsibility
of Sarrying on so extensive a work
itywhen gained. Itis the general rule, in ‘Communists.are impracticable fellows,
urch edifices, parsonages
re- -is not a small one
all the world, and in all time, that unenrsied fusing to do as they are bidden, and so and school-houses have tote erected, native Betdrs and teachers -have to be consulted, n
success is a curse.
thwarting every attempt to subdue them. churches watched over, .’books prepared for the
b>
Sill.
press, natives educated for the ministry, mission’
They have been shut up in’ Paris, with the meetings
held, correspondence with ie Board
maintained,
and a never-ending stream of callers
There are monuments to be found to design of starving them into submission,
must be received, welcomed and heard with kind’
but,
they
endure
starvation
as
though
they
every Pharaoh save the one who perished in
forbearance,
We do very much née
four or"
the Red Sea! Concerning him two stones were born to it, and Thiers fears there is no five more missionaries.”

have been found narrating many of his exploits, bub each ends with, ‘‘and
a
long black line succeeding. Every other

alternative but to bring

them under by

of the Pharaohs we find was

tages ate mostly in his favor he says he shall

. ROME,

storm. He isnot, indeed, quite sure that |- Jan, 2, 1871, a Baaptist church wis constituted
so long the seat of Papal intolerance.
he can do this, but as soon as the advan- inEightRome,believers
were baptized, seven of whom

succeeded by

his eldest son, according to the Jaw of Egypt ; {try it. Late bombardments -have done’
but of this Pharaoh it is expressly said that he great datnage to the city, but the rebels tell
was. sucoeeded by his second son; while no the Government that it is their ‘own prop_erty that is being destroyed, and if they

acodun Whatever remains of the: first.
Bin

TRAE

is

you preached to my people this morning.” ‘the other, he has to take care of himself,’ ‘The Chinese have just been taking some
The young minister, supposing this to be a He will not be noticed until he becomes no- pretty long strides towards barbarism. ' Adcommendation of his sermon, started off in ticeable; he will not become notieeable un- vices from Pekin state ‘that the imperial
good spirits, delivered his note, and was til he does something to prove that-he is of government has made a démand upon ‘for-

dent, about our Great Fxpecisions from
York, where the project originated, at class of: young men for teachers, and we God :
Providence, at Lowell, Concord and other hope to. send them out better fitted for the | The less we expect from the world the betplaces, will recollect what ‘was said when work.
i
ter for us; the smaller will be our disapfunds were being raised for the press, which
The religious interest. in ‘the school ap- pointment.
He that leans on his his own
it was my privilege to bring out with me. pears to be on the increase, and we humbly strength leans on a broken reed. God nevAnd the one thatcame later, knownas the hope that not a few of these dear boys and er deceives us, and never
disappoints,
‘Biddeford press,” wag bought and sent girls will seek and find the pearl of great although sometimes our most cherished pro‘with the express understanding that it was price. Let our friends at home make spe- jects fail us. ‘When we obey God we always
to. print Christian books for the people. So cial mention in their prayers of these school find our reward, either sooner or'later, just
far, all well, But how shall we-print Chris- children. They are learning to work well, as surely as light comes with the sunrise.
“tian books without paper and ink and man- and a disposition to be industrious seems to When we trust God, He never deceives us.
ual labor? , And how are these to be secur- | be, more” apparent. than.ever before. SeyWhen we pray to Him ‘aright—that is, with
. ed without money?, Last week I received a eral are learning to sew, some to do mason- faith, with perseverance, with submissive. good letter froma beloved co-worker in this work, others gardening, a number make ness, and with a single’eye to God's will
field, Rev. J. Buckley, D, D., of Cuttack. .brick, -and two are.in the printing office.
He will answer us. He always returns the
Speaking of this Scripture and tract print- We hope to have & work-shop some day for
best answer possible. Ho makes no mising he says: “I'am glad to say that we the boys, so that they can have something
takes in His dealings with supplicants. He
have recently recéived 188 reams of paper to do in the rains, when out-doox. work is is a sovereign, not a despot... If it pleases
from." the Religigus Tract Society.” Those so much broken up. Our friends at the staHim to keep us waiting for the trial of our
brethren of the Grenoral Baptist Missions in tion are interested i the ‘Santals and cheersfaith, then we must:'wait.. But delays are
Orissa. are® doing a noble work in’ the way of fully help us teach om,
J. IP.
not denials. Gog Bilis no foolish, greoly,
~-

Louis and back

its embankment

as I would to have you preach for me. ‘And of

I want you to preach the same

and it is quite likely that the public will be
slow to accept the new decision.
A PRESIDENTIAL TOUR.
This present Presidential trip

A BROKEN CREVASSE.
The Mississippi river has broken through

A home-bred

the

that give the city its chief attraction, why,
they can continue. their bombarding. Whether they will continue it or not, or whether

Training school:

Court, as well

*| formed after all. Among the items in the
deficiency bill, passed at..the last session,

holy Word issued from our Milsion press.

demolish

art, and shatter the trees -

also the following extract from one of our

nomination of President Grant.

The Great Lessons.

of

as money paid on that decision, will ‘now with the Santals, and the workof teaching them
be subject to litigation. Rich Corporations, is a never ceasing satisfaction, They devour
as a hungry boy devours a piece of
and especially Railroad companies, will be tknowle
good bread, and like the hungry boy, they ‘don’t
particularly favored by this reversal, while stand on the manner.’ A Bengali or Santal
the many poor will feel its ill effects, The primer, a little space on a puca veranda, and a
dignity of the court will be impaired by it, tale pencil are all a * new arrival’ expects, and if

everything

Was Willy right ?

Neb., April 4, 1871.

monuments

since the first decision of the

Is she a Christian, Auntie ?”

The first great lesson a young. man
should learn is, that_he. knows nothing.
The earlier and the more thoroughly this

"sheet. Nowwwill you have the other ? At

he had in hand, but he sent it to make

.~ Beatrice,

the, public “buildings,” and

napore missionaries conneeted with

course but doesn't ordinarily drink, receives compliments without blushing, takes
a sneer without complaining, and in short
goes through the whole routine of the journey very much as Andy Johnson didn’t.
Vice-President Colfax and a few others accompany him, the former
probably to
make the speeches, for he has already made
several, evincing firm faith in the future
triumph of republicanism and in the re-

“Oh,” said Willy, after she was in the
street, ‘‘aren't you so glad she’s gone 4

we

oppose this de-

choose to dddle the Cathedrals, and defhco

cision, Its effect can not but be to derange
business, Contracts that have been made

¢ Cons'tution

A lady, reports this little incident’
Mrs. White had been spending the afternoon with me. ‘She was not very cheerful
company. Much ofthe time was spent with
the story of her troubles, which after all

tion of sinners, and not for wages only, and
some of them pray for faith to do their work
Against Running Away.
right, and pray for God’s-blessing on what
goes out from the press to the people. May
Old Dr. Strong, of Hartford. Conn. was’
the Lord hear their prayers,
apd pour his not often outwitted by his people. On one
abundant blessing upon the pages of his occasion,
he had invited a young minister,

during school hours. Money and tobacco
were far closer to his heart than his work;
and so we had to part. The school is held
now in our south veranda, but we hope to
have it soon in the little house near the road;

"than

H

“She professes to be,” I answered; but
der the labors of Rev. H. F. “Wogan, late of
whom are learning well. Two young men, - Wisconsin. Bro. Wogan writes. that the it wastime to go to prayer-meeting, and I
neither of whom cared enough about be- prospect is good for a church, as several said no more to Willy . then about it, At
L coming printers to master the Bengali al- worthy members have come in from other | prayer-meeting we heard two or three men
talk in a sad, dreary way (as you havéall
phabet, have been dismissed, and enterpris- localities.
{ing lads employed instead. In neatness
During the holidays we were ¢ pleased to heard persons talk in your own prayerand promptness of execution, I think our enjoy a vacation ramble into northern Kan- meeting ; people who make religion seem a
workmen have improved during the past sas, where we had the pleasure of calling gloomy thing). As we walked home, Wilfew months. But both of these are hard on Rev. Mr. Palmer, of Wisconsin. Bro. ly said, ‘“‘Auntie, are Mr. French and Mr.
lessons for Hindus to learn. Two of our Palmer is doing a good work for our cause Brown Christians ?”
"|
“I think so.” .
men get commission on the amount of work in northern Kansas, and we trust the Lord
“And do they trust in the Lord?
Does
done monthly, in
addition to their salaries; is with him in his efforts to. advance the
still’ I now and then am obligéd to reprove cause of Christin that vicinity. We trust +Mrs. White trust Him ?”
“Yes, if they are Christians, they all trust
them for negligence and laziness. A Hindu he may have the prayers of our brethren at
Him.
But why do you ask P”
is often too lazy to see what is for his own the east, for great indeed are the hardships
“Because, I read in my ‘Daily Food’ this
interest, even in a money point of view. and trials’of ‘dur frontier ministers. Here
‘The man that trusteth in the
But what cheers me most about the men in is a great work to be done, and most excel- ‘morning,
Lord,
happy
ishe.!
They don’t seem hapthe printing. office is. this: Some of the
lent opportunities for church budding.
py a bit, and I thought Hey ‘éouldn’t be
begin to understand that they are doing the Who is sufficient fof these things?
trusting in God.”
Lord's work. They feel that they compose ;
:
L. C. CHASE.

Cause? Let us takéa look atit. We are
beginning to be really concerned for it.
Have a look at the figures. It is said that

from

Let us keep all hands

and both presses busy.

has recently entered the bindery. Heis a
clever boy, and is making good progress.
We now have three boys ir the office, all of

Missionary Correspondence.
—

work,

"| senior native preacher, Mahes Chandra Rai,

5

—

ishing in ignorance ?

A few things about our work in
tion may not prove uninteresting
readers. In the printing office Jacob
an excellent foreman. Kailas, son

Our Dane Have Peputod,
» While we tarry, broken-hearted,

its great work for these poor pagans, per-

through.

3, 1871.

tt
Our beloved have departed,

India. - God bless and prosper it.
‘Will the brethren help us here at Midna
pore? Shall the Mission press accomplish

at

ai. uld be sent. All communications

for boi foation should be addressed

That

‘it Cuttack press will have a glorious record in
"|_|
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.were Romans recently Tod tothe Lord. These
with six others constifute the new church. . Says
every one of our churches
the Macedonian, “Let
offer up oarnest’ prayer for the little band whe
have united in the Lord to hold up his truth and
his ordinances in that city so long
mk with the

blood of the saints.”

;

.
rrr os aio

EE
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figure of a dove with extended wings, and is:
profusely ornamented with diamonds.
In addition to the crowns and sceptres are
the anointing vessel and spoon used at corthe service, in gold, used at. the
his sleeping apartment, and to enter which onations,

| confined for twelve years, and in which he
Lead| wrote his ¢* History of the World.”
by
feet
ten
cell,
dark
a
ing from thisis
| eight, formed in the solid wall, which was

The Tower of London.
No stranger showtd leave London

without
|

commonly.

pr

i—————

sort, however,

are fair

acquired

then these crowned with the

* For

sins.”

there

dowments - with

natural ‘ en-

These and many other jewels’

fortress,

‘of

—

rE —

charmingit is as she narrates the of her visit in the country
berrying she went, the swing, ‘the

the lambs’ and the chickens, or |

v

apart

should not the little ones beg to be putin
Miss *‘A.'s” class? No matter though the

|

good angels of these little ones stand silent.
ly by weeping that their charges are so fi

-

atly

in

°

.

favor of very frequent car-rides

toy which he consecrated his |'of easy and graceful manners, and as a|boat-rides, and picnics always attended
the Father sent him, even so | whole impressive and commanding. The late with an Satie Fi that most Qeleetable
such
nd forty
ile ating
disciplés on this important’| Eld. E. Place, who knew him, has been Lg I
Jopalar with
mission. , Christ did a’ work personally, heard to say thathe was the most perfect and A your olds, who though they may be.
ignorance of the journeys of Paul,
which he finished upon the cross when he gentleman, in’ the proper sense, he ever in blissful

Yi

g

|

|. © my, portion raised for the neck was

the
These towers have servedprison

purpose

——
on ———

He Yoops hel attention. The suporinten.
ent says, with pride; she isthe ost pobular
teacher in the sehool! and seemingly y to
her, the great point is gained—the pr
eg
love to come.
;
]
Who is surprised to find such a school

Christ came that sinners 1hight be saved. wherehe is receiving a ‘great reward.
object of his mission. This | Randall was not large in person ¥ he was

of less importance, complete the list of won-

at

abilities, and [from teaching the truths of Scripture. What
graces of the child would not love such a teacher ? Why

commonly: called the Tower of &ut on one side for the chest and shoulders ders to be seen in this the last of the Tew-" This was the
of
"AE. M. | was'the work
London, not less than: eighteenon? towers,
to rest upon, then & narrow strip higher | ers opento the public.
life. And, as
radian
n the other side of
different sizes, are inclosed within the for- than all, for the
he sends his
t.
‘Encouragemen
might
head
the
inAvhiclr
place
a
Coo
Lp,
|
to
tifications. Of these, only five are open

the public.

——

anything else \we might imagine

God so loved the” world, that he gave his Spirit. The life is one of faith, earnest servonly begotten-Son, that whosoever -believ- jee. In this sense Abraham ‘was called
eth in ‘him should not perish, ‘but have. great, Moses was ** great. in the sight of
everlasting life.” *¢ Christ Jesus came into the people.” John the Baptist was ** great
the world to savé sinners, of whom I am in the sight of the Lord.” And’ Paul suf
the chiéf.”
From these and numerous fered great ‘things for ‘the sake of Christ,
other passages of Seripture, we learn that did a great work and has .entered paradise,

Though

threefold

a

4g

their

from

save his people

kept tismal front used at the christening of all
the royal children; an exquisite bracelet
which
torture
of
ents
instrum
use in pastcenturies, to extort which formerly contained the celebrated
—Here-we re shown-the- verita= Koh-i-naor- diamond, -one.of - the largest:
which hady Jane Grey, Ante known, but'now "only a mode of it, the
many other noted | personages original being worn: by the Queen more,

having visited its famous tower. Impor- the various
tant as it has been in the history of England f have beenin
for the last eight-eenturies, it-can not fail | confession.
a on
to interest all who may visit it. It is situat- | yoo 40
|
was
and
Hill,
Boleyn and
"ed on what is called Tower
‘formerly some distance from the city, but ‘were beheaded. It was made of some very
it is now almost in the very heart of London. “hard kind of wood, having a place hollowed

r

whieh, ag Christians, we should devote our
lives. It was said of Jesus, *‘ He shall

In the larger room are now

to stoop.

.

2. Great in goodness. Some, of not great Or how
the world for the sho great purpose,
"Now if we can learn for what purpose Christ intellectual parts,are eminent injvirtue. In/incidentd
about the
came, we shall learn the. great object to the general acceptation of ‘greatness of this orchard,

feasts of the same ceromeony ; a silver bap-

| even the shortest of our party was obliged

:

3

- —.——

i
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deeply scarred in many places by the exe-| That life does not pay, that human effort
knew.
He possessed very good intellectu- are perfectly familiar with all roads, lanes
it may seem," cutioner’s ax.
and palace. Strange.” as
:
is of little value, and that we are insignifi- gave up the Ghost. . The atonement was
alleys, and paths’ leading to pleasant
al
parts,
His acquired abilities were suit- ahd
been
mever
.
has
complete,
the
middle
wall
of
partitioy
beit
fortress,
a
We now leave the White Tower, and cross- cant, worthless, and perishable; is a conyieas’
groves—and, though ill versed in Biblical
for the times in which he lived. He niysieries, can readily solve the mysteries of
power; it ing the court-yard enter the *‘ Beauchamp |
foreign
any
attacked by
tion that sometimes comes over us with d tween Jew and Gentiles was broken down, able
All this to promote
and now God can be just and extend par- had but few books, ‘which he read ‘some, a picnic dinner-basket.
was nlways civil war that called it into use. Tower,” in which somany illustrieus persons sort of sickening heart-ache.
|
Sunday
school
efficiency.
.
’
of
g
but
the
Bible
he
studied
and
searched
dilidwellin
the
don
to
every
one
who,
with
penitence
and
been
has
it"
As a prison,
have been imprisoned, nearly all leaving
Among the millions who have lived, how
I would not exclude from the Sunday
gently.
He was a keen observer of ;men,
J
kings and queens 4s well as of many. illus- behind them some trace of their imprison- few are of any. seeming .account. History faith, cometh unto Jesus.
school room proper social culture. I would
trious men and women. Until the seven- ment. On our way through the yard we mentions perhaps one or two out of a mil- * But the salvation of the world is not a¢- and understood the ‘mazes of the human strive in every lawful way to make the Sabteenth century it served as the royal palace ; pass the spot,now enclosed by an iron fence, lion. Song and story celebrate the virtues complished. The gospel must be preached heart as but few did. His. devotion to the bath school room and its assqcintions profissince that time it has been needless for the where those who were beheaded suffered of here and there one of our race. Unless in all the world, and to every creature. cause of God was eminent, and his love to ably \ pleasant. = Nor do I say that pleasure
men abounding. excursions at judicious intérvals ‘may not
This is the specific work of the Christian. Christ and, the souls of
:
sovereigns of England to seek a home with- death.
one can climb to the top shelf or stand on
He
often
spake
of
what
he
called ‘* the be well; but the fact that the pupils are deThus
he
may
be
a
worker
together
with
the
outside
Just
Ascending a long and winding flight of some pinnacle of human interest, his name
in the walls of a fortress.
lighted for an hour every Sunday, or held
stairs, worn away several inches in the is not likely to reach beyond his own neigh- Christ in the world’s redémption. Salva- flaming love of God,” which he félt in his together by promises of prospective enterfortifications,and extending all around them,
tainment, can not be considered as sue"8 a deep, broad mqat, connected with the center with the tread of centuries, we epter borhood, and his chance for being remem- tion is first, other interests are important heart, and that was felt in meetings.
There is evidence that he had fair abili- cessful Sabbath school.work.—Rev. C. ReyThames river, and so_ constructed that the a large room in the upper part of the tower, bered by the next generation is exceedingly. only as they directly or indirectly aid in the
The- testimony is nolds.
accomplishment of this great and glorious ties as a sermonizer.
waters of the river may be let in at a mo- the walls of which are completely covered small.
This is a sad view, if: our real
result.
To
what
dignity
and
honor
God
that
he
never
said
small
*
things, nothing to
ment’s warning, thus placing the tower, with inscriptions engraved by the many worth and power are measured by the place
has
raised
his
people!
However
humble
cause
mirth,
but
much
to
cause seriousness
e
complet
a
on
tions,
"THE *‘ONE-TEACHER SUNDAY SCHOOL.”
whose only home has been this dismal room we occupy in human memory, or by the
with its huge fortifica
their position among their fellows, howeve:
and
conviction.
His
sermons
were Script- William Shepard, in the Sunday School
island, and boats can pass up the river into ‘for so long atime. Directly over the fire- figure we make in the annals of history.
| weak and small in their own esteem, God ural, argumentative and persuasive.
‘When Times, relates an interesting experience,
the moat, and thence directly up to the place we find the autograph of Philip HowBut the unwritten history is much more clothes them with a‘ dignity and honor far
he
was
warmed
by
his
subject,
as
was
oft- showing. what ‘one person can accomard, with the inscription in Latin,
The than the written. Unrecorded human powCastle gates.
‘
exceeding all the honors of this world. In- en the case, his words were forcible, ele- plish by going resolutely and prayerfully to
visitors
conduct
s
to
more
suffering
with
Christ
in
this
world
the
readines
in
s
are
"Guide
er is much more than.the recorded. The
a
through the various towers, and give them more glory with Christ in the world to silent influences of life are much more stead of its being a cross and a burden gant, in fact eloquent, as true' eloquence is work : :
iu
A,
A summer “vacation” once left my Sabthe necessary information respecting points come. June 22, 1587,” Confined solely than all professions, declamations and to speak for Christ, -andiinvite sinners to always natural.
his service,it should be esteemed a great
Eld. Rangall, then, was great in good- bath school well-mgh shorn of teachers,
of interest. Theyare dressed in the’ cos- on religious grounds, he died in the tower, recitals.
;
i privilege to stand up for Jesus,
Ww.
‘mess, He answered well the Bible view of and the few who remained seemed to think
tume of the Yeomanry of the time of Henry after an imprisonment of nine years, at the
The men who figure at the declaration of
it would be well to close the school until the
greatness. Pope says,—
VII ;—loose coatsof bright red, embroid- age of thirty-nine. His father, Thomas war and through bloody eampaigns, are
warm weather was gone.
eompants
;
tinsel
silver
and
Howard,
was
also
imprisoned
here
and
aftergqld
ered with
Our numbers were reduced to a neigh“ Who noble ends, by noble means obtains, .
not the only ones concerned-in the mighty
Waltinge—
‘
borhood of a hundred, and I proposed to
ing only to the knees, below which are Jong wards beheaded for aspiring to the hand of upheaval ; but away back in the silent inrO failing, smiles in exile or in chains,
‘Like good Aurefius let him reign, or bleed * continue the exercises alone, consolidating
white silk stockings and red slippers; a Mary Queen of Scots. He left no trace of fluences of previous years the dies are cast:
2ohod] into %one class, and informally
.
We
have
abundant
evidence
from’
ScriptLike Socrates; that man is great indeed.” “| the school
mind
of
frame
large
a
Walting
and
patient,
&
neck,
that.
wre
the
about
his imprisonment.
huge rufflebroad-bi}
:
for the sanguinary conflict. © The power of
velvet hat
i black
od.
¥ | J eacunk
:
|
Bo tnd
Yalu
:
Prussian arms did not lie in a force and |;
mentioned is another, a |the
it wast the novelty of the situWhether£ myse
_ crowned, broad-brimmed, black velvet hal, | Near the one piece
of sculpture. The de- strategy begotten in the hour of engage- is acceptable to God. When David waited | Another says,
trimmed with knotssof red, white and blue. most elaborate
ation,
or
something
else, thit seemed to
patiently for the Lord, he inclined unto him, “ We-live mm deeds, not years;—in thoughts,
kindle- a new ‘interest in the school, I ean
Veteran soldiers: who have rendered the vice is thirteen inches square. It was ment; but-back of this, in the silent brain
and heard his cry; and this is the experinot breaths;
not here say. But certain it Is, that those
country some service are generally honored carved by John Dudley, brother of the hus- and - heart work of previous years. The
ence
of
all
true
believers.
Ygt.
how
few
In feelings, not in figures on a dial.
Sabbath/afternoon exercises will ever be rewhich
band of Lady Jane Grey. It represents a weakness of France was no sudden para-’
with this position. The party with
éount time by heart throbs. He most membered: by me . with3 the most delightful
comparatively strive to cultivate this spirit We should
ed
lives,
accompani
was
3
Tower
.
lion and a bear grasping a ragged
staff; lytic stroke in the right arm of her power.
sas
we explored the
hy
bacome
.
tic 2d the scholaie
:
IS
Io he orks of George Who Sexe. most, tools Sua niblest, acts. the CIOS,
by a fatherly old guide’ who evidently felt these are engraved on a shield, around | Her strength had been wasted by years of oEpiiemt wailing

inc: %8 50 prone Lo
EL
i
of his "posi- | which is a finely carved wreath of roses, | indulgence. Her hearthad been corrupted
the
tion. dignity He and
tells usresponsibility
we must do every thing oak leaves and acorns, all together forming by infidelity to moral. principle, in a long reason when we ought to believe ; to be dt
we undertake, thoroughly. This is pleas- the family arms of the Dudleys.. The catalogue of obliquities. Had these silent in- work when we oughtto be quiet,” that it
is a diffieult attainment to wait with pa- |
ant information for us, for many of the
sculptor, with his father and four

brothers,

fluences been reversed in the

guides have the reputation of hurrying vis- was imprisoned in the Tower in conseitors through the various towers in an un- ‘quence of their attempt to place Lady Jane

‘pleasant way.
We enter the court” yard -and find

two

nations,

the result, in all human probability, would
have been the reverse of what it is now.
The truth is, the silent’ .constant forces in

onthe throne in 1553.

tience for God to work in his own time.

By prayer and supplication we make our
requests

known ; then if we do not receive

immediate answers, we too often either give
“In another part of the room we find the nature and history are really more, impor‘selvesin a perfect labyrinth of towers and inseription,—** Since fortune hath chosen tant than striking events which are likely to the matter ‘up and‘turn our attention to
passage-ways. We are first taken to the that my hope should go to the wind to com- be recorded. This truth, applied to human something else, or with a zeal not-accord
«¢ Traitor's Gate.” This is a large square plain, I wish the time were - destroyed; my activity, raises the neglected and unpraised ing to knowledge, we endeavor to antici-’
building directly over the moat, having an planet being ever sad and “unpropitious. to an importance equal if not superior to pate God, and bring about the desired re
sult by working on in our own'strength.
archway extending completely through it, William Tyrrel. 1541."
that which is borne upon the highest billow
our-

ar a,

oF

for the Word
In either case we fail:

?

:

“

ii

Auk

the entrance to this being barricaded by two

in the manner in which the school was cond
, that when the season returned for

best.”

Rey. Elias Libby.

uming

”

i
II
RT

room.

ROT

“*¢ T-do not like the Tower of any place!
Did Julius Cesar build that place, my lord?
Gloster.

;

A

‘Which, since, succeeding ages have re-edified.
Prince.
"
Js it upon record? or else reported
Successivély from age to age, he builf
it?

Buckingham.
Upon record, my gracious lord.”

ter of

the oldest

the

tower, occupies the

enclosure,

stone structure,

and

square,

¢en-

The * Bloody Tower” is next

is. a massive

we are

shown life-size figures, clad in’ complete
« sets of armor, representing the different
styles worn in the different centuries. We
, Dotige particularly a magnificent suit which
adorns an effigy of Henry VIII., and which
is known to have belonged to him. It is

In this

came,

still pleaded God's promise to hear;

‘and though the Sdbbath school and prayer-

we feel we dre

doing but little?

that circle full."

Let us do that

Let us fill

little

well.

The récords of eternity,the unwritten histo-

well to those of the princes, and
man being, has a mission to fulfill; a speimmediately taken to. Westminster Abbey
cific work to which he is better adapted
and there interred. Many ~other illus-

“finely inlaid with gold,and was presented to
* him on the occasion of his garriage with

«Catherine 6f Arragon.

by art.

of ten

to

the

husband

and

wife of sixty,

have embraced the precious faith of the gospel.
We sometimes marvel at such delays in
answer to prayer, yet the Lord is not slack

ry of men, hay show that work to be
prisoned and cruelly murderedby their among the most important things of our
M. C:B.
| concerning his promises, but the fault is
uncle. It is a small, square room, with but age and generation.
ore window, and that very narrow,and high
with us; we are not preparedto receiv:
up in the wall. Under the floor of this
blessing we ask for. We need the trial of |
The Christian’s Mission,
room were found, many years after their
our faith as a discipline to bring us to closer
imprisonment, two, skeletons, answering
relationship with heaven. But after asking
Every
man,
that
is,
every
intelligent
hu:
they were

watch-towers at each corner. Its walls are
fifteen feet in thickness,”
The lower story

- is devoted to ‘the armory.

in order.

Here we are shown the room in which « the
two sons of Edward the Fourth were -im-

and having tall

Here

language, nor delineated

trigns

personages

dungeons

Fo

were

of this tower,

immured

and

among whom were gathered the old as
He has been a preacher ars,
well as the young.
J
He was
There came a point in our history when
one of the fathers and founders of thé Free there commenced among us what seemed to
religious interest,
Baptist denomination; was one of the first be a ‘work of decided
and foremost in establishing the Star at As the school exercises were of such generLimerick, where it was first published.
im
om

than to any other.
One has a taste or
adaptedness to till the soil, the other has a

to the will of God, our faith

should take no denial, but with a certainty
that he hearsus, and a certainty that we

shall have the petitions desired of him, we

al character, this of course prevented me
from much of that close and personal inter-

He

course with the scholars, which at this juncture was necessary. Our pastor was in Eu-

rope. The sessions of the church were not
in very “live” Sabbath school sympathy,and
I had to go forward as my judgment dictated was best. ;
I' appointed an afternoon for such scholars to meet me as felt any interest as to
their souls. An encouraging number came
—how many, I do not now remember. The
invitation was renewed, and renewed ; each
occasion Soveluting an interest that was delightful ; and

recollection

His ‘last

sickness

was stayed

on

was brief, but his soul

God.

S$. $. Departunt,

monds.

heart-shaped

- formerly Queer’ Elizabeth's Banqueting‘room. This is now filled with various

- ruby,

"which aré very tastefully arranged fi the ‘dollars,

"form

formerly

owned

;

:

Various other crowns, of different mon-

of flowers or articles of furniture.

,
" Promineny
One especially beautiful,we were told was ‘archs, are here keépt

i

:

sl
Val

©,

and

worn by
Adward the Black Prince. The
whole'is valued at six hundred thousand

of

kindsof weapons and fire-arms, most

In the fron of the crown is a er. God never intended that there should

among

lieve.”.1 Cor. 1: 21.

Success

have L also sent them into

the world.”

He | this sense have a

large brain,

and the dif-

something very, very good.’

“Me not know

wait,

perhaps,

but me sure

long, long ~

tell not story. ‘Me

in our

tians :

Work.

4

“What

;

i

an excellent teacher Miss Brown

}is,” said an acquaintance to me.
‘Yes. One of the very best in our school.

.She

is faithful, constant,

prayerful.”

.

intelligent and
Tdi

“Yet her class are not coming to Jesus.

Why is it.”

.

:

“I can not tell, unless an old pupil of hers
gave me the clue:
He said, ‘Miss Brown

was a.mostexcellet teacher.

She. was in-

teresting, earnest and faithful.

I loved her

very -much# and was sorry to leave her
you not influenced to
were
class." ‘Why
Christian pd h er? I asked
| become a
e him.
‘I think’ he answered,
‘It was because she
always seemed so sad when she talked to
us. She wept so, much more than she smil-

ed that I felt that religion, though a good
and necessary

thing. to die by,

glad thing to live hy, andso I
it off as long as I could.'™

wasnota

kept putting

I Wave thought much of his excuse since;
{-and-wished, oh, so much, that Christian
teachers knew the happy influence of a smil-

ing,-sunny face, when speaking to their pui
more about the incidents of the week ? Thus pils of Christ.
the school (if school it can be called)MeI remember good old Deacon Smith used
comes a hive of busy, buzzing bees, gather- to talk in meeting with such a long, gloomy

;

be drones in the Christian hive. He would |
7
WAS RANDALL A GREAT MAN?
have no idlers in his vineyard. He would
The answer depends much on what conHe hasa
employ them in his service.
JI
work for them to do. Christ said,—*‘* As stitutes true greatness.
1. Greatness of intellect. Great men in
thou has sent me’ into‘ the world, even so

twenty-five at

SAD Fa cEs IN SuNpay ScrooL,
Here is
a friendly hint foxsone soft of serious Chris-

oo TTS

cen-

no definite

quite. happy. God say he
give, and me
him in the trying hour.—His end was peace.
nite sure God will give—that me think
His funeral was attended by a large con- aith. God says, ‘Maria, me do it; me
course of people. Sermon by the writer at
ite sure; no wantto see. God says, and
the deceased's request. Text,—~Rev. 20: 12, that enough for Maria. That's faith, is it
not P”
y
:
E. PLACE LADD.
Without faith it is impossibleto please
God.— Reaper.
Sapo
!

x

the feet-of kings and queens of many

I. have

how mapy there were I

think there must-have beeh

which he had preached to others, sustained time;

ye shall ask the Father in my name he will
'
that no one else can do for him; a responsigive it you.”
S. 8.0.
Hardly
a
more
pernicious
idea
could
be
bility to bear which no one can bear for
entertained by Sunday school workers, than
banished from the country, for him. It will be a happy day for the world,
from the time 0 the Norman conquest, when sequently
that Sunday schools are to be made places of
armor was made of leather in the form of adulterating the coin’ of the kingdom. when every man is ready to work in the vosocial Wiseiset, and that when pupils are
~ Early Sketches.— Xo. 10. . attracted
fish scales, until it reached its highest per- They were compelledto leave behind them cation whereto he is called.
to” each other, to their teachers,
All work,
BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
and school-room, merely for an hour of
fection. Chain ‘mail was introduced into their enormous wealth, including large li- that the interests of society require, should
| pleasant Tegreation, they are usefully emEngland in the reign of Henry IIL.
Tt was braries, which passed into the hands of the be done; itis honorable, and it is a false
ELD. RANDALL'S GREATNESS.
ployed and the school is engaged In its
formed by a vast number of little rings in- monasteries. Roger Bacon owed much of estimate of the dignity of manual labor that
proper work. ®chools may be immensely
libra~
these
to
The'
late
Prof.
Haddock;
of
Dartmouth”
knowledge
extraordinary
his
comforming
terlacing one another and
has cansed many to look contemptuously u
popular, they may draw everything into
ollege, said that, there are not many per- them as the maelstrom sucks in the sea and
:
plete garments. Then came mixed chain ries.
on
the
hard-handed
mechanic
or
sunburnt
:
Tower,” the
We now enter the * Jewel
._ |.sons really great, and that ofall whoare | all upon Po it, but, like the whirl, may y be fear:
:
:
;
y
and plate, the arms and legs being plate;
or posi born, not more than one in a hundred comes | fu!f
occupation
the
not
is
If
farmer.
plainplaces, and when’ pupils come within
small,
a
in
Here,
visited.
be
to
last
|
plate,
of
made
until the complete suit was
reach of their fascinating influence, far better
Jew- tion that honors the man, butthe ‘man, ‘to much.
:
In the time of Edward ITL armor was ‘made looking toom, are kept the Crown
by his prompt and faithful performance of
if they could make all sail and escape moral
a
so richly¢hat, many who might otherwise els, In the center of the room stands the duties,assigned hjm, that mdgnifies his |. In the ministry great men, in the com- murder.
Jan
or
feet
six
mon acceptation of the term, are-not many.
have be n spared, were killed. for the sake large square glass “case, some
Are -there-not schools which, after un few:
calling
and
makes
it
honorable.
;
The
‘ Not many wise men after the flesh are brief comments. on what is termed a lesson,
their armor.. During the reign of Queen more in hight, in which all are kept.
But every one should be a Christian, and called,” 1 Cor. 1: 26. ‘But we have this resolve themselves into social visiting parby
worn
crown
the
is
interest
of
object
first
so
became
armor
the
Mary, the weightof
high and holy mission
dy, ovo in earthen vessels, that the excel- ties—teachers leaving their classes to visit
great, that knights, unhorsed, could not her majesty, Queen Victoria, at her corona- the Christian has a was
not the only object | lency of the power may be of God, not of us.” other teachers—pupils of one class visiting
It
accomplish.
to
osed
dios?”
Tt
is
of
purple
vélvet-.incl
in
J
rise.
with those of another class—officers congrehoops. of silver, surmounted by a golden for which the soul is renewed, that it might 2 Cor, 4: 7. “It pleased God by the foolgating to talk, a little about the school, but
We next go up the storie stairs, worn by
ball and cross, both resplendent with dia- have peace and joy here and glory hereaft- ishness of preaching to save. them that be-

“turies, into a large square room which was

although

as to

what it 1s; me

The blessed gospel

them were six hundred Jews, imprisoned
during the reign of Edward III., and sub-

improvements in the national armor which
each century Juade upon the preceding,

7

a presentimént for some, time previous to least who appeared anxiously and intelligently in earnest for their souls, a number
his death that he should not live long, and of whom were youths of both sexes, of some
"remarked to a friend, “I have prayed for fifteen or sixteen years-of age.
the conversion of my children,
and the prosbY
perity of my children, and I have lived to
Waar is Fara?
A
po r wild Irish boy,
see them all but one converted to God, and taughtin a mission-school in Ireland, was _|
they now prosper beyond my most san- asked what was meant by saving
faith.
Christ with the .guine expectations. What more have I to He. replied, “Grasping
Eo
“
live for? ‘My eyes have seen thy salva- heart.”
A
young
Portuguese
convert
asked
tion ; now lettest thou thy servant depart in what she meant by faith, replied,being
‘Me think
peace.’ ”
:
B
this: God say to me, ‘Maria, J promise you

00,4
mechanical genius, another is adapted to a should, without wavering, prayerfully wait
Among’ professional life. Each has a work to do the fulfillihent of his promise,~** Whatsoever

many,

were executed in the little chapel.

* Tt is interesting to note the additions an

the

in

according

in the usual way,

Scarboro’, Maine.

HR
aabo* Walt only:
alt only upon
(xod.”
hough

us

| of the Tower for some vestige of the im- ‘portion there is more power, more lasting
meeting dwindled; ‘they said like Jacob,
prisonment of Lady Jane herself, but all and far reaching influence, thgp in ‘all that
“We, will notlet thee go except thou bless
has been fruitless. Fox, in _his ‘ Book of is written or spoken. This should moderus.”
Nothing outward looked cheering
Martyrs,” states that she traced with a_pin ‘ate our desire for distinguished positions, till the week of prayer in Jan., when the
on the walls of her prison, these words, in and relieve us of any sense of inferiority
Spirit. descended like the dew, and one and
Latin, —~
3
and insignificance,
|
:
:
J another yielded to its quickening influence,
Reader, how
is it with us? Are we dis- and the work progressed till now nearly
“'To mortals’ common fite thy mind resign,
couraged
?
Is
our circle too limited? - Do one hundred, of all classes, from the child
* My lot to-day to-morrow may be thine.”

«

He did, my gracious lord, begin that place

This,

Search
has been made in all parts

sinnds

exercises

of the gospel for halfa century.

was a contemporary and companion of|
| Marks and Colby: It was
at his house that|
be work for us, yet there is a com- Marks boarded while compiling the first deers, who were brought down the river and | sxgnor Pool, 1568.” The author of this | poetry; as song and story “fail to set forth | there
* through the Moat to be imprisoned, must was another bold aspirer to the hand of life as it is felt and experienced, so history mand,—*“Tarry ye until ye be endued with nominational’ Hymn-book.~
Though the depower from on high.” Wait, not in indo- ceased was an eloquent Keacher and an esMary Queen of Scots, who also wished to fails to. record the most important influences
From this we passto the *¢ White Tower,”
place her on the throne of England. ‘He in the world. The poet always leaves lence and wrong doing, like the servant teemed pastor, yet he loved the work ofa
who said, “My Lord delayeth his coming,” missionary and evangelist better. He was
“the first erectéd; a fine specimen of Nor- was not beheaded but, suffered to breathe something -unsung. The
orator: never
man architecture, built in 1066, by William out a miserable existence in the Tower, till brings out the most intense life of his sub- but wait anxiously as they that watch for the founder and first pastor of the Limerick
the morning, praying continually.
church, where. he continued to reside tall
she Conquerer, to awe his rebellious sub- his death.
:
ject. The painter never gets his most perSo a few humble souls prayed and waited death. He possessed a powerful mind in a
jects, although many think it was com- | Directly under this is engraved in ‘large’ fect conception upon canvas. The marbi\
healthy body. He was an active buisness
menced by Julius Caesar; and we find in characters the name *‘ Jane,” supposed to always refuses to come into the exact lines in .the town of L., waited and pray
through the spring, through the long oi ‘man, and took a deep interestin the comShakspeare, the following :—
have been carved by the” husband of Lady of thought. There is a portion of life and
mer and autumn, and when the winter
munity where he lived. - He seemed to'feel
Jane Grey, as he was imprisoned in this | experience which cannot be translated into
Prince Edward.
;
>
:
fume. is more unwritten than written
A pas- | ofAs there
by ie auothel;
; and through theseEEthe P prison-1 | eeNea perillus
tes
stro ng gates;
maketh sading,
a port pleasant.|

the

the almost unanimous opinion was that we
—
had better continue as we were. .
Rev. Elias Libby died in Limerick, Me., | From less to more our ‘“‘One-Teacher Sun
March 29, of congestion of the lungs, in day school” went on until it became an ‘‘in-the 81st -year of his age.. He was born in stitution,” numbering its hundreds of schol

ing—not honey, but tid-bits of scandal, fash-

ton and gossip.
But ‘behold! there

in such

face, .and

a doleful, dreary way, |

could but think he had forgotten that Jesus

:
:
is a teacher intent on

;
was his friend.
Teacher, do not be afraid to smilein Sunday school, to laugh, indeed, if you fecl

better things, See how earnestly she speaks

—see how the eyes of her dear little flock

soul may thus be led

dilate; go thoy. breathlessly listen to the happy. Some

to list-

en to your loving words and to long for the
fhatyf the prayed for them, and ‘not for them only, ferent portions of it propérly balanced. Or tale «ofawondrous love she telfs. Biessii js jo
shat beams forth from your eyes.
in imitation of the wedding cake of the ‘them are Prince Albert's and
on
h
é
r
]
that
nmid
this
general
disorder
she
but for them also which shall'believe on if the brain is not very large, the parts inwords are
Forees not that these Lai
i". Prines of Wales. "It was made of many. Prince of Wales. Here we see the scepter
remains
true
to
her
vocation,
her
high
callthrough their word.” And’ why did he dicating pargienlar:powers-and- faculties are ing, and does not squander the tinie given written, ‘Rejoice gvermore,”
me
:
car-|
is
which
Staff,”
Edward's
St.
“
called
fire-arms, and in a pretty pyramidof nds
"ki
thus pray for all believers, but because he prominent. ¢ iviery a. French ‘naturalist, her ‘to point her class to paths of Foace,
ried
before
the
king
or
queen
at
the
coro“4lform. FhA gentleman ‘of the party who
Wo have found on You draw near,if possible to catch the inof sent them into the world, as the Father had had the largest brain
said it was a. perfect repre- nations. It is nearly five feet in length,
4
; _ Enyy deserves pity more than anger,for
was 59%0unces.. Du- gpiration of hor tonchn ?
portion sent him? Fence the apostles said, record. Its weight.
a
contdin
to
said
is
and
the
gold,
‘beaten
shown’
are
How spiritual it is! She is relating 15 it hurts: nobody so much as itself. It 1s ®
or 3 RE
him,”
with
together
workers
We,then,as
“
puyton,
&
French
surgeon;
hada
brain
that
the
shown
La
ofthe true.cross. ‘We are also
distémper rsther than a vice, for nobody
the last ghost-story she read!
he
I
weighed58 ounces. © That of Napoledn “them.
of pure gold,
scepter
a
équity,”
of
Rod
have envy if he could help it. Who-.
this
“
g
how
pathetic
it
is.
She
is
telling
about
a
would
.
Leavin
*
59
17
in
c
Quebe
of
g
takin
"the
The
Christian's
mission
on
“earth
is
one
Bonaparte
weighed
about
'56
ounces.
hand
| ever envies another secretly allows that pa* i who
left
the
Indians,
in
the
by
off
carry
carried
girl
sovereigns
little
the
‘which
and
size,
in
r
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hundreds of thousands to other

but whén did

thankful that you went and

“Jesus is Mine.”
-

“deo
>

ld

a

again.
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What a contrast in age and condition was

cipline them,” said the deacon of a promi-

presented tomy

eye

as Isat

is a mocker,” and which upsets a Christian's
brain just as soon as any other man’s.

few members of the Young Men's Christian
Association had assembled for the purpose
of holding a prayer-meeting !
:
Vigorous young and middle-aged men
had left inviting firesides and pleasant

ale or

meeting ; young ladies, whose walks in life

own large flock is, that they may fall under
the dominion of that ensnaring cup ** which

as a medicine,

diverged widely

Others are tempted
to take it in the chop‘houses and the restaurants, *‘ Nearly eve
gralanisn around me calls for liquor wi

inmates, were

I can “enjoy hours. in the society of one I

way

from those of the humble

into

topic

to han- |

dle, but it must be handled! There is not a’
single moral - precept which the. church
should not teach—not a sin which she should
not have a remedy for—not a wholesome
example needed which she is not able to
practice. He isthe most Christ-like Chris-

tian who hates sin and who loves sinners

the most intensely.
3
This whole work of saving men and women from drunkenness belongs to the followers of Christ. They have no more business
to leave it to outside organizations, to.‘ orders” and “1
,” and other benevolent
societies, than
they have to leave the
cage of
all God's poor to police-officers or kedpe rs
of alms-houses.
:
Every Christian «church ought to have a
" Temperance wheel in its machinery as much
as a Sunday-school wheel. Every minister
ought to preach. and to practice. abstinence
from the social glass.
alcoholic drinks
.poison the
y, and endanger
the soul,
then the physical and spiritual effects of
strong drink ought to be carefully explained

asked
think
e. you
know

‘froin the 2 Juibit

Teachers ought to

edness of the Christian's
the same,

come

he looked for a fadeless crown,

Jrown

a8 insd her
e' her
ced to
1 him.

hy provinceto ‘take holdof that man as if |
had come an anxious inquirer seeking
the way to Jesus. And ifit was my duty as

smilutting

tobe a good committee

or, for
It is-&
obody

Who- |

Wb par

er.

blessing to any church,

f he

Jesusis mine.”

There ought

A. There have been times since we met,’
when I have had unmistakable signg of
God’s presence; when I have had soul-satisfying nearness of aceess to him at the
throne of
e. But I never can depend
‘on always findin this the case ; my prayers

Christian ‘pulpit

dram-shaps !

drinking
re.

.

_ A Twilight Talk.

Their labor might

aad

leaps,

and

are often comfortless and dreary ; I rise from

my knees
ed, , and rather dread than
| long for the next season of devotion, Now

and

I Know that some Christians find prayer

gives

ask:

and

them.

here

as

can

work

measure,

the boys

that follow

is a noble,

it,

that

way

with the first

A friend

of mine was

once traveling through Palestine.. The party pitched their tents one night in one of
these wadies.” The night was fair; the air
clear, the

s green and soft,’ the

neath his bed.

of .the Jews. But

the

poor

drunkards fits suffering family are com-

monly fo

n.

We never heard a dozen

ministers in all our life who. especially

and,

fervently prayed for the reformation of the
i

fa

t

|

:

doe

discussion.

Bible.

By

its direction, and

of immor-

urer, ‘‘I.don’t want to disturb
fort; but—"
:

your
4

tality with Jesus in heaven. . That's what
my religion has done for
What has
your way of thinking done for you
“Well, my good lady,” rejoined the lect-

an old woman.

fil

15)

|

;
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’

not

sure,”

said

AY

he
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we are surrounded, and sow in the fields of

He escaped -with diffreulty.

BALSAM”

Also, for the NEW EDITION of the

reacher, ‘that I understand your gaestion,
ut I hope you will comprehend
mine:
What think you of the fact that your seven
children are growing up without God and
You have a Bible-reading
without hope?
in your house for your neighbors, but no
family prayer for your children.” The nail
was fastened in a sure place, and enough
candor of mind remained in the professor to
enable him to profit by the timely rebuke.
It ‘were greatly to be desired that Christians who are given to speculate upon the
rophecies would turn their thouglits and
om to the perishing myriads - by whom

torrent

tion. * Jing batter?

‘Pray, sir,” said the

am

and

14tf
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. “‘what is your opinion of the seven
¥I

liberal
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+. While a minister of my acquaintance was
riding in a railway carriage, he was saluted
by a member of an exceedingly litigious
trumpets?”

with whom
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Speculations.

and speculative sect.
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com-

“ Oh! that's not the mestion, ote
sed
the woman ; *“ keep to
the point,sir. - What
has your way of thinking done for you ?”
The infidel endeavored to shirk the mat- |
ter again; the feeling of the meetin
gave
vent to wuproarious applause, an
\
Bradlaugh had to gp away discomfitted by
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Ce.
ried off by the stream. Rainin the mounmanly lad, with high principles, he isa tains hadin a few hours filled the dry bed
Religion is the best armor in the world,
blessing indeed to the little circle.
But with a roaring torrent.
So, without,
where his character is the reverse of all stormy experiences. ‘of temptation come. but the worst cloak. :
his
these, woe to the poor lads who follow
It is in our mind amd not in our surThey that are not built on arock fall. There
Not more disastrous is the fate of isno time to prepare after the temptation roundings that we must find our happilead.
the poor sheep who heedlessly follow their assails. Peter in the
rep
palace has no time.to ness.
precipice, to be think. He must do his thinking Before.
leader over the dreadful
It matters not what a man loses, if he
dashed to-pieces on the cruel rocks.
Foundations are hidden. * It is not the apSail ANCHOR
LIYE STEAMERS
Do not. follow the boy who uses bad lan- parent virtues which give stability to char- saves his soul; but if he loses his soul, it
a
nesca
to-and from
of his mothers acter. It is not what a man appears to be, matters not what he saves.
guage, speaks slightingly
NEW
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authority, goes rambling off in the woods but what he is in the foundations. This is | Yhen 2 wan has ne design auto speak Calling at Londonderry to land Mails and Passengers.
The
Steamers of this favorite line are built expresson the Sabbath day, and is ready td fight illustrated by the history of one of the handleal ina ly for the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and fitted ie in
any smaller boy who offends him. To go somest churches ia Guicago. It was a mag- plaintrtfth, he may say a great
every
respect
with all the modern improvements calVery narrow compass.
ou,
to insure the safety,comfort and convenience
in his paths is to walk in the ways of death. nificent structure ; built
throughout
of
stone,
of
passengers.
I=
The noble Christian boy, who loves his apparently only time could destroy it. Yet
Oh, breath of public praise; short-lived
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there is no perfect human guide ; but God inhabitants of the opposite, houses feared for
If
na
eur
only
happiness,
we
Parties sending
tor their friends jn the Old C
that
example
has given us, in his word, an
the brutes, for instinct isa
their lives because of it. It all had
to be ‘ought to e
c
ulavs
J
A
CRS,
wi
is perfect. It is the Lord Jesus Christ, taken down stone by stome. The founda- gurer, shorter, safer "guide to such happi- Green,
Nor
HER
:
”
émil ing
whose example is spotless, and who will tions were imperfeet.
It Was admirably nesy than reason.
help us to grow more and more like him, if built—but on the sand. Many a man, good
NERVOUS INVALID has published for
guwdhis
to
up
A the benefit of young men and others who suffer
omrselves
give
we will but
“Don’t shiver for last year’s show,” a saycitizen, kind father, generous meighbor,
from
Nervousness, general Rebility, &c., a treatise
oil
:
uliarly supplying
ance.—Presbylerian, . .
the means of self-‘ture. Written by’ one
honest
. tradesman, is admirably built—but ing of Archbishop Wihately’s, is
applicable
to
those
who
make
themselves
who
cared
himself, and sent free on recgivinga poston sand. What are your foundations ?
|
paid directed envelope.
Address
miserable
over
troubles
that
are
past.
{ Are you rooted and grounded in" Christ ?—
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There is no truth more important and
—
YE
f
few
less
thought
of
than
this:
The
more
Did a holy life consistofone or two nowe forsake simplicity in anything, the more Clergymén, Superintendents.
ble deeds—some signal specimens of doing,
and all Buyers of
:
Religion
and
Life.
‘we
multiply the means of corruption and
account
might
or enduring,or suffering—we
A
—
4
error,
°
;
3
for the failures, or reckon it small dishonor
Christianity isa religion for the busy
to turn back in such a conflict. But a holy
I would not deprive lifeof a single enjoy- will fad it for the advantage of thelr Schools to send”
world, and not for the cloister. ‘ I pray ment; butl would
comnteract what is per- all orders direct to
life is made up of small things of the hour,
and not the great things of the age, that. not,” said Jesus, ‘‘ that thou shouldest take nicious in whatever is elegant. If amon
“ Messrs. D. LOT HROP & CO., Boston,’
them
out
of
the
world,
but
that
thou
John,
or
my flowers there were a snake, I woul
fill.up a life like that of Paul
whose Stock is one of the LARGEST and BEST Selike that of Rutherford, or. Brainerd, or shouldest keep them from the evil.” The not.root up my flowers; I would kill the ipoted
in.the United States.
AE
busiest life, on the common pland-yf everyily
eo
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:
Martyn.
snake,
.
day
duty,
is
that
which
most
imperatively
sins,
little
evils,
little
of
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to God for strength, I have been enabled to

bed dry.
Suddenly my friend was awakened- by hearing the
gurgling of water.
Before he was
dressed
it, was a foot high be-

leaders are, so are,

the boy-leader

do

The storm is needed to show whether he is
built on the rock or on the sand.
There is another lesson quite as important. The hearers of Christ's sermon under-

do as their leader did.

their

we

I

whether he is safe till he has been fried.

in a moment of fright, from a | stood it, doubtless.

borhood,

in a large

‘|

who

ces are ; 'deceitful—this
-deceitful—th is one
lesson of the image. The man’s house
seems safe so longas the walyis dry. It
needs a torrent to test it. No man knows

road, and all is

Boys are fond of laying “Follow my
leader,” and often the play or the reality
goes on when they least think of it. There
school and neighare boy-leaders in every

crowning all be-

“Jesus alone can bless;

on lectures, and

Every

right

spot, and by force

the bliss of a redeem-

disciple, radiant with

work of preaching
Temperance to others
who’ might be invited
from abroad. Let
him take the lead!*

the

at the

this

Yet, even then, they afford often the

erous foundation

It sometimes happens that the leader

ress onward,

“Fade, fade each earthly joy;
Jesus is ine:
Break, every tender tie;
Jesus is mine,
Dark is the wilderness ;

ed soul, with this thought
side,— -

‘be the seed-corn of precious revivals, fut
no pastor should«lelegate the solemn, vital

should be a battery

to those who have them to

‘hot heeded by the silly sheep. They all

all

to those

insures

it is built high upon the rock, it is safe.
If
it is built on the sandy soil, though there is
no water at the time of building, the treach-

falls over a precipice, or makus some foolish
and dangerous move. But his example is

ted to join .the great company that shall
city, and
walk ‘the street of the heavenly
that faithful
find among that happy throng

another one to labor for and with inebtiates,
Such a society would be a rich spiritual’

7 Sunu feel

ds are

and

me

alone

pasturage. In the rainy season they are
swollen streams. . The shepherd builds his
hyt by the banks of one of these wadies. If

well.
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But there is one difficulty about this blind
way they have of always following the lead-
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York), a few music-books for public meetings, are sufficient machinery, The public!
meetings should be free ; a collection taken
up will meet current expenses.
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In the East the
nts’ huts are often
very. unsubstantial
structures.
They are
built of mud or sunburnt brick. A night's
hard rain-storm will sometimes nearly demolish an entire village. Their mountain
streams, also, possess a very peculiar character. The beds of these brooks are called
wadies. In the hot season they are entirely

.

It would be a difficult matter for
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uring in a village in the north of England;
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man, who ig so patiently. waiting.
his. A=
ter’s call, I hw that, when the same LorI
calls me into his presence, I may be permit-

inebriates ;

ized in eyery church. Much depends on
aving a live president and a live satelary.
A
boardof managers, a small bundle
of pledges (which can
jJokas the Temperance rooms, No. 172 Will
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New
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3 not a
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was speaking,

For really

where, in my feeble measure,

the shephénd to collect his scattered flock at
nightfall, if it were not for this trait. Once
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_ Jesus is mine.”
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Earthuhas no re-ting-place ;
Jesus alone can bless; -

evening, in a prayer-meeting, near four per-

sons who were, not long since,

human

animal to always follow a leader, and one of

And with these words, lingering in their
inebriate. But if taken in time, and in the
Many
dispersed.
right way, some: may be saved.
Others minds, the. company
since 1 attended that
seem to be utterly diseased and hopeless; days have passed
their will has rotted off like a decayed
ro ' | meeting. It * is not probable that I shall
But Christian efforts (with reliance on Di- ever be present ‘at another inthat place;
vine help).
will save many who.
will
yet for I was a stranger there ; but the memory
bo
Bu i pio
—, the ot i abides with me; and . I think of hie aged

f hers

of us,

sheep as they follow each other in regular
order. It is one of the peculiarities of this

should be his portion here? im-

old man

Si

success, commend

-

find the land all
crossed over with little, { dry.
narrow, well-beaten paths, formed by the best

seemed to feel the power of that religion that
affords such hopes.
;
As he sat down the leader of the meeting
began to sing these words :—

moth~
house
“do
much

ones

-

steady, patient toil,

“Follow my Leader.”

mortal vigor should be given there. He had’

while the

Ayo ng man— the son of a godly
er, now dead—came reeling into my
the other, night, and wanted me to
suthin’ for him.” Now, it was just as

so,

9,

What though his Lord ordained that crip-

pled limbs

It is prodigiously hard work to save an

o list
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their shinin2.

3 little demand on mind or body.— Mrs.

spotless Jusisy, joys that were
power of a human mind-to conceive.

a Christian minister to labor to save that
Jou from drunkenness, it is equally my
utyto endeavor tokeep young men {rom
becoming drunkards.
:
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loamy
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sit upon his throne; then

often the very
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permanent contracts will be made.

Who should accept the .challenge but an
persons whose desires seem to be to occupy old, bent woman, in_most antiquated attire,
conspicuous places in the church, if they who went up to the lecturer and said:
are to work at all, are the very ones whose +¢ Sir, I have a question to put to you.”
“Well, my good woman, what is it?”
example is not always the best, or who can
0,” she said, : *‘I was left a
‘‘ Ten years
not be srelied upon for steady activity.
They are the ones who must be coaxed, and widow, with eight children utterly unprourged, unless there is a good prospect of vided for, and nothing to call my own but

high bridge, all the rest are quite likely to
hoped to be welcomed to his presence; then | ; o the same, unless some one can reach the
turn them aside.

do this,

Pebpapiy..

:

, smilir pu-

and

all

;

forever,

who

who are least competent for the most use-

no matter how serious, makes comparative-

Jesus Christ,

and

cised therebyare too

In all sheep-grazing countries you will

seen friend after friend
laid in the grave;
they went down to its portals in hope of a
joyful resurrection. In the world of glory.
e should- meet them, and with them
It kept
me fromi tampering with-the
Jot spend eternity in adoring Him over whom
eath hath no power. .
toddy ” in college, and from *‘ taking just
There was & solemn stillness in the room
little” when I went toa wedding or a din-

lease

since,
ristian

hope.

to-day,

ware,

taken ref-

understand its force and binding consequences. Ihave always thanked God that I signed a total abstinence pledge in childhood.
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d me
think
' me
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ked to

yesterday,

and

We

strength

had said, *‘In my Father's house are jnan
mansions: I go to prepare a place for you.
And there was room
those mansions
for all who would believe in him; so with
confidence these disciples could say, ‘Come ;’
for all things
are rea y.
One of that group of aged men attracted
my attention
peculiarly. If .hisg arments
were course,
they were clean and whole;
his silvery locks fell around his forehead
like a crown of glory, and his mild blue eye
{ibeamed with a peaceful light.
Presently, when there was an opportunity,he arose, and began to speak. Out
beyond his surroundings his ,vision
penetrated to the day when his Lord should

too, in
the Sunday-school.y
The Temperance pledge might be wisely” used in every
class where the children are old enough to

long -

hope,

Those

for Christ.” It is not the place we occupy
to the eyes of men ; it is rather the work we

T

Itis nota pleasant

evil.

we have seen, than God, whom we have not

is

ed earthl
me? The one theme
paupers’
in
the
ai is ever fresh and
glowing,—the bless-

had

ness, and yet with prayerful tenderness and

wisdom.

evil, and only

seen.
Besides, as Coleridge says, ‘‘The
act of praying is the very highest energy
of
which the human heart is capable ;” if this

about with his * sapping and mining ” ap- Now, what theme of interest could those
young men who had assembled there pretus.
i
Our Christian conventions ought
to venti- gent to those poor creatures, who after
vainly with want and sorrow, |
late this important question with
thorough-

appreciation,

at best.
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desire for

which is compatible
with the fruest modsty, and an itching for notoriety. That is

And it is easier to walk by sight thanby
faith. It is easier to love a friend, whom

toe often into the ranks of the communicants
perchance
at the Lord's table. 1 could give facts that walls, who, as they sat there,
back their youthful days, when never
“would astound those who never look ** un- “called
der the crust,” and see what the devil is a dream of poverty had crossed their vision.

this

“What is the work tobe done? Where can
1 be most useful ? All I want is some place

no desire for their return ?

there; and a group of lads,

ence between

thoughts, and leave

teased with ‘intruding

ous, sat quietly, and listened with apparent
interest to the prayers and exhortations.
All these visitors were seated on one side of
the room; and opposite to them were those
whom misfortune or sickness had forced to
seek. a shelter within those unattractive

social parties, into our congregations, and

If the one

love, listen to all he says with
an undistracted mind, and-go away. only to.long for
our next meeting, which I will take every
pains speedily to procure, while my interviews with my God and Saviour are short,

to whom the future looked bright and joy-

is diner,” was the testimony of one of my
ohigish vllicers 10 King last week.
:
nd so
i
y usages and the curse

friendship.
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cause he has not been devoutly, earnestly,
importunately sought, for his
promise is,
¢‘Seek;and ye shall find.”—Rev. C. H. Spurconteiitto work steadily on out of pure | geon.
.
:
love of well-doing. But there is a differ-|

Iam a pastor,and I find that just those

is a fit emblem of the other, why is it that

Some are endangering themselves by using (company to spend an hour in this Social

their
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stimulates and helps us to have our brethren
show that they feel that we are accomplish?
ing something. There are but few that are

eager to go ful labor,

Well now, you again compare the

divine to a human

in a plainly-

furnished room in an alms-house, where a

nent church tome, lately,” The .deepest
anxiety 1 feel for several members of my

;

in every
[18¢7,
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ious charities in their wills;
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do not stop drinking, we shall have to dis-
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rayer which is destitute of it? ,
. that
B.
Yes, prayer is another name for love;
perance and every time you fall down on Jou knees,
man gver bequeath $10,000 to a.
tians must not ignore—either in our conven- Society
knowest all
or
an
Inebriate
Asylum?
! -yon virtually say, “Lord, thou
tions or in our churches. And this ugl
things; thou knowest that I love thee!”
The
strangest
thing
of
all
is
that,
in
face
fact is, that tippling is increasing frigh ul
all the horrors of
drunkenness, millions You may have no conscions emotion; but
ly in the community, and that drunkenness is of
You pu yourself into the conwill still continue to tamper with the
poison, what then?
making inroads into our congregations, is and millions of profe
it; just.as when you
Christians don’t do . ditions for obtain
blackening some names on our church rolls ! anything to dissuade them from it !—Rev.
to see an earthly friend toward whom
I do not believe there is a church of any con- T. L. Cuyler.
you feel ‘more or less indifference, he may
;
siderable size in our country which does not
receive your visit in a way to make you
[]

_— of drunkenness

not for

town.

AN UGLY FACT. ~*

There is one ugly fact which we as Chris-

day

he can

Usually, in going
get what ‘we go for.

Now it is true that most sof us want, and sought him.”
A. Perhaps
this is where I have failed.”
It is so.
None shall be able
When T find in myself no glow of étotion, all of us are the better for, a proper appre- to say at the last, *Isought him, but I
quarter before they put.it into a collection no warmth of love, what amIto do? “Is'| ‘tiation of what we do. We expect oul re- found him not.” In all cases:at the-last,
for the Temperance enterprise. Rich
men not prayer another name for love, and can ward from ‘the Lord, to be sure. But it if Jesus Christ be not found, it must be be-
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Then, though shadows sometimes gather
Thickly round our pathways here,

When a hearer

for
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Will be seen another day.

any more than we doubt concerning any
imperfect man, But in a ye! important
particular he fails of being
e kind of

go there in vain.
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And dark clouds obscure the ray
Of the day-god, still his beamings
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him, he on correct principles, whether ag Agent, Solicitor or
at the very
point when they were just about notoriety attending what they do, the way Lawvould soon appear to you. A young wom- Applicants, are invited to oall on, or correspond
to begin to
bear fruit. They are like a man their zeal flags, and their determination - gn was asked during a revival, ‘‘ How is with
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tainable?

wives,

marriage offers of young men because they
umble a family, or
are too poor, or of too

towa

upward

There I read the cheering lesson:
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man ean say, ‘I am

THAN ANY OTHER

~

From the mountains lofty summit,
@ sky

pe

‘the house of God this morning, and oh, may
'God meet with me there,” he will not long

us

“| young women are continually willing to
- marry men who are in the habit of indulging
in the social glass? Ladies often refuse the

¢ Child, your Father’s love is'strong.”
Reaching

of drunkards’

- He is a Christian.

an
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wretchedness

Christian wanting Notoriety.
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When,a

back a little.. You want, we all nat- Chriftian he oughtto be. It is. a pity that
y want, daily conscious communion any man bearing the Christian name, should Some come becayse it is the custom, some
with God. Your soul pants after it as the be willing to do Christian work only when to
meet a friend, some they scarce know
of hart pants for the water-brook, Is it ata it is likely to bring him before the notice’ of why’; but when you know what you come

Is it mot strange, too, that, inspite

all the

:
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CHEAPER AND

In the Hl ooklet’s murmuring flow,
Speaks a voice in sweetest music:
“Ha Child, your Father's love is true!”

pp

v

a

Laststhree times as long as Brown

ver’s rushing torrent,

In the deep-toned swelling chorus
Of the sea’s unceasing song,
I can ever hear the.echo:

it receive suffering with as much content as
it once ireceived joy. But it is not necessary to dwell on this point at present. Let

we never have heard that tipplers or their
wives make much objection to it. Liquorfirinkes seldom Geneiite ha minister o She
pelfor preaching against the intoxicat=
Ing cup. Wh , then, should Temperance
people do it?
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ed and clogged -by, a disordered body, it
give and to work for it. God's * holy arm ‘certainly is. But after a time, it reaches
a higher phase of life, Its search for rapt:
can give us the victory I"
fice,
There is another strange thing, and that ure 18 lost in its search for God, - Instead of
| is that,while some
ple of extia orthodoxy asking’ God to please it, its sole desife is to
in the church find fault with too much teeto- please him, It passes beyond fluctuations
talism in the sermons of certain jministers, of feeling into a settled peace, which makes
missionary cause they will/ be as réady to

charities of a
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parts, functions,

faithful and vigorous
Christian career, tokens'and pledges of the inward reception
‘and- working of that sacrificein the soul of
her disciple.—Rev, Dr. A. P, Peabody.
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the active developments of holy life, the
slaves of alcohol! It is quite rare to hear more of what it gets than what it gives.
the Christian work of Temperance mention- And while its childhood lasts, God is will rich and divine mosaics of which it is com\
:
wv.
Cl
ed at all in public devdtions. In thé whole ing to indulge it. He allures the soul by posed. .
What makes yon green hill so beautiful ?
Book of ommon Prayer used by out Epis- so revealing himself to it that its enraptured
copal bréthren we do not recollect a single language is,“ Jesus, lover of my soul,” ‘‘more ‘Not the out standing peak or stately elm,
Yet there is never a | than all in thee I find? “Thou, O Christ! but the bright sward oh clothes its slopes,
rayer for drunkards,
composed of innumerable blades of slender
ay in which alcohol is not destroying more art all I
want!”
:
vo y
V7
8. It is of small things that a great
$s this ever an: habitual experience ?
A.
souls than any other one evil in the commuB. Making
dué allowance for the fact ife is made up; and he who will acknowlnity. . When Christians begin to pray for
lives in, and is often hamper- edgo no life ad great, save that which is
the. Temperance, cause, as.they do for .the that the.
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This is a world of extremes) The goldon mean is not steadily trodden’by the feet
multitude.

Many

a human bark

thumps against Scylla or is gored by Charybdis. © One man 1s
egotism; another is

his self-distrust.
headlong

repulsive through his
feeble on account of

Here

into

rashness

“disasters;

plunges

there

timidity

stands waiting and tremulous till opportunity= has finally slipped away. - This
preacher, intent on fervid life, fumes and
foams, roars and rants, banishing common
sense, breaking the back-bone of syntax,

; J
$y
|

and grieving or disgusting sensible hearers; that occupant of the pulpit deals out
sough syllogism,

rattles

the

skeletons of

theological systeins, observes all the oférical proprieties, never breaks away from the
| formula, and so starves

and

freezes the au-

dience that has gathered in quest of food
and quickening.
The church on, the dvenue depends for success upon the use of the
creed and the ritual; the church around the
corner glories in its lawlessness, and beckons
supporters by flaunting thé banner of heresy. And so extremes meet, touch, intensify and support each other.
There are two opposite tendencies among

religious, workers, who really mean well,
and who have their uses even while they
work out mischiefs. One of them appears
in "thé -braggart; the other is seen in the
croaker._ The first is weakly self-complacent and blindly confident; the second dlisparages every seeming success, findsa rea-

son for sighing

in

every

maturing plan,

and always sees disaster coming with the
dawn of every June ‘day.
One Yoolishly
presumes; the other cowardly despairs.
One lives on bright but baseléss hopes; the
other breathes the east wind,
feeds on
fogs, and sees the

world

tintéd with indi-

0.
i Most of us have met both these types of
characterin the sphere of religion, ~and
been amused or tried with them.
One of
them is prone to -talk of himself and his
plans, his surroundings and his prospects,”
his achievements and his hopes, He makes
_. much of his conversion. He never tires of
rehearsing his experience. He dilates upon the visions of truth which he has had.
He speaks as though all the mysteries of

religion were plain things to him.

He has

a prescription at his tongue's end for every
- doubting, struggling, baffled soul.
His
tone is always positive. He has only won«ders and censure for downcast hearts. He
patronizes the brethren in his exhortations,

andleetures the Lord

in his

prayers.

He

~ has wonderful accounts to give of his labors and p
and successes.
He may be
heard thanking

God for his

connections.

~~ He

denominational

abounds

in '- projects

which he is sure will revolutionize the coms

munity.

His use of the pronoun of the first

person singular is always

emphatic.

He is

sure of.a triumph even when he is going
down,in the eontest, and he twists his worst
defeats into a shape that makes them wear
the semblance of victory. He is the embodiment of brag.
And none of us have wholly escaped the’
religious cynic. He takes naturally to the
minor key. His very eyelids drop. The

rners of his mouth -push themselves toYvard his chin. The jubilant Psalms are
tite a foreign tongge to him; but he knows
the Ar...

He bewails the

prevalent indifference to religious things.
Te
The ii ont of childhood troubles him,
Theva
of youth is afresh proof of deprawity.

shakes his hgad

and mutters

. of self-deception in the - presence of the joyous disciple. ‘He wonders. atthe hopeful
blindness of his brethren. He can pot understand the calm and cheerful trust of his
fellow-workers. © When his plans: are not
adopted, he is sure that there is no escape
from disaster. The future is all dark to him.
‘Hetalks doubtfully about the safety of his
own soul. He frets over the condition of his

own church.

He will look only at the dark

side of his own

denomination.

Sometimes

his croaking comes out in along sigh and a
glow shake of the head ; sometimes in canstic and cynical speech that is aiméd at men
“who can not see things. through his eyes;
sometimes in. impatient and “heated cengures and a prophecy of terrible calamities.
For cynicism may be either sullenly solemn,

or egotistically lugubrious, or uncharitably
eausti¢, or bitterly

’

denunciatory.

But itis

all the while; and'in all its p
cynicism

=

it 1s a poor, ‘weak, pitiabl é thing.
painted extreme types of charWe have
‘we
acter in iit w have written, Few men

are braggarts or cynics, pure and simple.
‘Not quite all their force runs to
hil
hd

EE

&

croaking +

Sometintes * indeed

the

eharacters combine din the gam Ro
producing a human porcupine most nncom- fortable to deal “with.
But, the
ike fomnd,
us. They

Lehre

le.

fear fail-

distrust that repudiatesa

hey make

cause it is the truth, even when unwelbome,
that puts away the seeming for the sake of
giving place to the real,—only ' this sort of

distrust is wise and good. : All other faith

is the presumption that. cheats; all other
distrust is the cowardice that parajyzss and

a

Brag and Cynicism.

of the

Only the

and “need not

blaneces;-that opens- iteeyes- tothe trathyy-be--

commumeations designed for publication
addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
remittances of money, fo, should be adthe Publisher.
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work - and wait, that

sham, that will not be. caught by mere sem-

>

{

patient, that can both

! this faith triumphs

GEORGE T. DAY, Bator

themselves felt

STAR.

shames.
The

Freewill

Baptist

Sehontioaticr,. is

not so pure, and wise, and strong, and favored of God and men, that one
may prop-

erly presunte upon its triumphs;
over jts"spirit or its

record, sit

bragging egotist in the

boast idly
down as a

shadow of its past

achievements, or spend his. time and breath

in foretelling its coming - glory.
Nothing
‘but hard, brave, patient, prayerful, believing work can lift it upto the hight of its

privileges, " bear

it $hrough its disasters,

bring strength to its weak places, and send.
it into the future asa great power which

God will use to hasten and perfect the king’
dom given to his Son.

\

And, on the other hand,

the

denomina-

tion has no such lack of brain or heart or
will, of purpose or poligy, of unity or faith,
of courage or

self-respect, as

threatens its.

life, or prophesies disintegration,

or prom-

ises to bring it into the - market

for sale to

3, 1871.

amazed that everyting is eolng on abou many isin’ the habit of making A
as we left it last night ? 1t is simply be- attempts at reform.- about. once a year,
Some of the later legislation on this sub- cause these provisions.in nature are (vod's and doubtless it would as soon bluster up to
ject appears well, and might suggest a real laws. In them heis continually manifest- a few female fortune-tellers as to any other
progress. It puts the responsibility upon ing his goodness and his care. They are class of outcasts. But there ought to be a
the dealer, as it shouldbe. - It makes hinr thus expressions of his - providence, and in better future for this fearfully corrupt city.
Its inhabitants “can hardly submit much
punishable for the natural vesults of his traf- them we witness miracles every day. .
fic. Tt:gives riglits to the innocent victims, ~ But they also appear in another way. longer to have its ‘public mohey stolen, its
and offers them redress before the courts, Goethe says that ** there are provisions Ii TOTAIS Still more corrupted, and its municFor example: A bill has recently passed the’ nature tp prevent trees . from growing up ipal management a by-word and reproach.
legislature of Michigan; whose provisions into the sky.” He probably meant that we It seems almost reasonable to expect a
are very justly severe against offenders, It should apply. the pmovisions to men as well change for the better, and to look for good
provides that money or any other valuable as to trees. If rot, what should- hinder J. results of these exposures that the Tribune
consideration paid for spirituous liquorjsold Fisk, jr., from owning all the Railroads in 15 making,
in violation of law, may be recovered back the world, or one Corporation from monopby the person so paying, or by his" wi‘%, or olizing all the mill-privileges ? If villainy
Current Topics...
his child, or his parent or guardian, It de- could possibly possess the roads, Fiske
clares that no action of law shall be main- would have controlled them ere this; and
INFALLIBILITY STILL MUTTERING. Pope
tained upon any ¢ontract for the sale of if shrewd ‘management could: get hold of Pius IX. means to keep his assumed majesliquor in violation of law. . It provides that all the water-falls, there would have heen ty-to the last. Dr. Dillinger of Munich,
every wife, child, parent, guardian, hus- only one manufacturing Company long Bavaria, ‘one of the very ablest and most
band, or other person who shall be injured ago,
It was never meant that ue | honored of Catholic theologians, having
in person, property, means of support, or should be controlled by the few, while the been forced by conviction to refuse his asdtherwise, by any intoxicated person, or by curse of poverty i¥ blighting the lives of sent'to the dogma of infallibility, was ailowreason of the ‘intoxication of -any person, the masses... As great as is the present dif- ed a few days to* bring in his submission to
shall have a right of action in his or ference between the rich and the poor, it the authorities. As this did not’ come, the
her own name against any person or per- might be far less if the latter would observe bull of excommunication has been flung at
sons who shall, by selling or giving any the conditions as carefully as the former him by the old man who whines over the
intoxicating
liquor or otherwise, have do. It is as though God had set boypds be-. fact of his being a virtual - prisoner in the
caused or contributed to the intoxication of yond which scheming rascals could not go, Vatican. It is a ludicrous farce, though
such person or persons; and in any such ac- but to which all patient industry might ap- more or less papists look up as though they
tion the plaintiff shall have a right to recoy- proach.
were listening to real thunder in the sky.
er actual and exemplary damages.
And the law holds in the moral as well | Dr. Dollinger will bear it well enough. It
And
the owner or lessee, or person Sor persons, as in the financial world.
If not, what is the Pope and the Catholic system that
renting or leasing any building or premises, skould hinder any one sect from proselyt- are put in peril by therecoil of the ecclesiashaving knowledge that intoxicating liquors ing all the world, or one Mission Board tical gun which has been let off. One -of
are to be sold therein at retail as a beverage, from monopolizing all the reforms ? Cath- two things must soon occur,—either the
shall be liable, severally or jointly, with the olics, who boast that their Church will libepal minded men in the Catholic Clfjrch,
person so "selling or giving. intoxicating eventually - embrace all other sects, and like Hyacinthe and Dillinger, will form a
liquors, as aforesaid. The amount recov- Protestants who fear that their boast may progressive party under the old name and
e py
its value iis slight if it be not really
doubtful.
A
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features
of our

civil

life, written

Taw

could we expect anything to eat ?
What put strength in the timber that
supports the roofs over our héads?. And
after it. ig put there, why should it remain
there, and thus we sit comfortably day after day; at our desks and .in our hemes,
withotit feeling a_continual unedsiness, lest

| against the traffic are often a waste of ink ‘we find ourselves buried in'rubbi h ? Why
is-it that we can open our eyes mechanically
half-truths.
They see in- and paper. The word which they speak
lp us, Their Lopes | may be well enotighi in itself, but so long as’ every morning, and then dress ourselves.

Eo go tobe sonsoable, a ¢their de- | it

is made an’ apology” for Toing Boling

Teigusely and thoughtlessly, withous feeling

Tts efforts are nosing a degree of success,
and perhaps as much

as could be reason-

$600,000

and

{

¥

i

for the

building’ of four churches

six chapels,

Daring the day the doc-

two thousand youth and children, were
present, which added grey to the inter
est of the occasion.

:
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NEW LECTURESHIP,

=A méfmber of

Henry Ward Beecher's congregation has
given the sum of $10,000 to endow a lec-

tureship on preaching in the Divinity school -

of Yale College. It is to bear the name of
Lyman Beecher, and'his'son, Henry Ward,
is to be the first lecturer.

It will greatly

vitalize that staid and venerable institution,
do

and

not a little to satisfy the men who!

have been clamoring for thegntroduction
of Young America into the Professional cir-

If Mr. Beecher would

cle of the college.
answer

not

to

systematic theology,

teach

as we are sure hie would not, his views of
preaching, illustrated in his own magnetic
would havea large

methods,

and effective

value.
Rev.

E,

for-

of. Brooklyn,

D.,

Abel Soran LL.

merly editor of Zion's Herald of Boston,
has become an associate editor with Dr.
Crooks of The Methodist, an independent
Methodist paper published in New York, oJ
Dr. Stevens is well

known by his writings, **

his published volumes amounting to about
twenty, besides. various pamphlets and
numerous contributions to various periodicals. He is an able, facile, elegant writer,
and will be a most valuable addition to the
editorial ‘force of our religious
press,
The

Methodist,

always

able,

independent,

fearless and influential, has lately grown in
the breadth of its plans as wel! as in the enlargement of its area. \It is enjoying a de-

served
prosperity, and is intent on march|,

ing abreast with the religious
the age. May it constantly
and stronger.

enterprise of grow better

——CALLED TO AN ExrraNaTioN.
The
National Democratic Comiittee has issued

an address to the people.

It is a character-

istic document. It is a fearful bill of in-~
dictmént against the Republicans. It is a
Jeremiad over the fearful state of the country. It is so indefinite in its charges
that one
is often puzzled to know what it means ; and
it thus escapes the liability of an arraignment
for libel,or a suspicion of insanity like that
‘of George Francis Train. But its authors
want political

power

as

evidently

and

as

badly as that individual wants the Presidency. They tell us that republican government is about ended here through the

centralization of power, that business is
prostrated through bad management, that
the people are ground almost into despair
by onerous

taxation,—and

so

on

throu

many sonorous paragraphs. To all of _
which the people look up with surprise or'a
merry smile, and emphatically ask the leaders of the Democracy, whether they really
mean to stand by the reconstruction acts
and the amendments to the constitution ; or
whether, once in power, they intend, as far
as is possible, to.undo the work ef the last
ten years,bring in chaos,and inaugurate another conflict of sections and passions like
that which hashardly yet ended. It is a hard

question, but natural, fair, vital.

And at

the end of every rhetorical document, that
question will be repeated and pressed.
And it must be i

Denominational News and Notes,
<__ Filling thee Vacancies.
|

In witnessing the constant
cos
thinning out
of the ranks of our active ministry hy
death, disease or otherwise, and the extension of the denomination, especially West

and South, one may well" inquire with deep.
solicitude : - What are the prospects of supplying the places of those who fall from

the -

ranks, and also of meeting the wants of

these new fields of labor? If we look only
to the schools, the prospect is more than
discouraging ; it is, so far as an immediate,

or even an ultimate full supply is concern:
ed, in every human point of view, well
nigh hopeless. For even of the comparative few found in the prosecution of anything like an adequate course of study,a

of his active ministry.

On a recent

.

majority, perhaps, are but moderately ad-

vanced ‘in that course. Several years at
least must elapse before they wilt be able to

take

the field fully

equipped

work.
We

must

for their

then ‘look elsewhere ;

and

by.

looking, we shall discover, scattered all
over the denomination, a class of
young

men

more

or

less recently

conv

d to

- Christ, who have openly ar secretly

conse-

crated their hearts and their future lives,as

they hope, to the work of saving souls.
But they are as yet on the farm, in the
shop, or behind the counter. They have
enjoyed but moderate advantages of education. They feel the want of more, painfully
feel it; but poverty and other forbidding -

circumstances keep them away from the
schools, and make them, perhaps, get but

little encouragement from their pastors and

the leading members of the church.

This:

class is more numerous than we are wont to
think, and their trials and embarrassments

are far from

being

appreciated

qr even

known, ' More of thi number have been
broughtto our notice for the last twelve,
months than for any previous like period.

What shall be saitl of andto this class P
marked man-has just completed the fiftieth| Of them it 18 very obvious to
affirm, that

year

:

to's Sabbath schools, numbering in all about

.

Sunday he preached his semi-centennial
ably éxpected while the city is controlled sermon.
In it he’ gave the following in=
by the very men who patronize these miser- | teresting statements : During the half cenable retreats, The exposure of gambling tury he had telivered 10,000 sermons and
produced a sort of unexplainable spasmwon addresses ; had received 8000 persons into
the part of several policemen, who: cloged the church’ by profession, and had had 25,
four or five shops for. three or four nights, 000 children under, instruction in his Saband cautioned the fraternity to keep dark bath schools, and all had received to some
for a few days. This last attempt may ac- extent lis personal instruction. Fifty young
oomplish as much, perhaps more, for Tam- men had beenn prepared under his instracdr

i r—

tion for the To
His’ ORZToRations
had contributed over $3,000, 000 for-beneyolent objects, and in addition had raised

almost any purchaser that will pay a decent price, or open before it a future rosetinted with indefinite promises, or tickle it
with doubtful compliments, or offer it what | ered by every wife or child shall be his or be realized, would save themselves final
flag, ov, even against their present purpose
is called a respectable fellowship. It has her sole and #eparate property. And the disappointment in the one case, as well as
‘and wishes, they will be openly forced on to
its trials; beg these are not Déeiiar to il punishment
Td} the several offenses against ‘needless anxiety in the other, if they would protestant ground. No such mutterings as
the ‘act are made pretty severe.
remember that there are natural lawsyl hich these can stir the faith or the fear of men |
"the burden-bearer Reais the load of sin
Now the principles affirmed in this law prevent trees from growing up into the "who are loyal to truth and liberty, or crowd
and sorrow that weighs. down the world’s are sound,
wholesome, imporfint. The sky. The hand thatis full only crowds out the nineteenth century to give place toa
heart,—nof even the Messiah can bring statute reads
as though all the civil power outits first possessions by trying to add second edition of the fifteenth. Religious
needed relief save by carrying his own of that state
were to be leagued for the sup- others ; and these provisions in nature, which tyranny and terrorism have had their day ;
cross.
It suffers from unused and misdi- pression of liquor-selling,
the thorough dis- we call. Providence, besides giving usa and when, as now, a choice must be made
directed fgrees; but who ever saw. ecclesi- cipline of offenders, and
the protection and feeling of security while about our daily
between assumed authority and the plainest
astical machinery that thoroughly econo- redress of every sufferen
from the traffic. duties, also secure to eacli, pro per effort its fact the result is beyond question.
This
omized its power and went on without Perhaps it is so. But we are
afraid that share of the results.
last bull denotes only a feeble galvanic
friction ? Its performance has fallen short even Michigan will still
suffer from intemmovement in the corpse of the Papacy. The
of hope ; but how many great and aspiring perance. -The drinker will
very generally
real life of other days has departed forever.
Exposing Crime.
hearts-have have not. found{ prophecy out- be leagued with the seller.
He will often
running fact ? It has ps
dis- lack the money to institute
and carry forPROVISION YOR DisABLED MINISTERS.
In
The N. Y. Tribune is never weary in
couraged meén where one looks
a val- ward a suit at
law. . The wife and children what it esteems well doing.
It seemsto many ways atfention is being called to the
iant confidence ; but what army ever went will
shrink from giving added publicity to take real delight in dropping its hook into fact that something needs to be done to proover the battle-field to victory without dragthe shame of husband and father. They one after another of the vile sinks in that vide for disabled ministers, and for their famging along protesting’ critics and driving | will
meet rebuffs and delays ; witnesses. will
city, pulling to the surface the crimes that ilies when the preacher has worn himself
faint-heartéd stragglers onward at the point
abscond,
or
forget,
or
lie,
when
summoned
fester there, showing them to the public and into feeblenessor thé grave, or been guilty
of the bayonet ?
:
to testify ; lawyers will browbeat and multi- telling it that'those are only specimens, and of living more than fifty years. - Few pasThe denomination has far more faults,
ply insults ; the courts will sometimes aid in | shaking them
in the face of the Chief
of Po- tors cam
and far less resources and aggressive vigor,
| finding'a way for the escape of the criminal, lice and telling him it his business to sup- Few of them, who have thoroughly devoted
‘than we wish ithad. But it had never before
and even the general sentiment of the press them. But its delight is of the sort themselves to their work, are fitted to enter
So many members, so-many elements of
neighborhood will more or less take sides that the preacher finds in rebukng sin, and successfully, in later life, into the work of
efficiency, .so strong a hold upon the public
against the smitten and despairing sufferers. that faithful officers always experience in other spheres, Many of our most useful lamind,so many high opportunities, so elevatAnd so the law which promised bread yields enforcing good laws.
borers are sént adrift in age or feebleness,
ed an ideal, or so large an ambition to do a only a stone.
forgotten by the churches,
and their last years
It givesa pledge to the ear,
It
first
exposed
the
fearful
prevalence
of
worthy service. We believe it never had a bat it breaks it to the hope.
are biirdened by poverty, anxiety and sore
gambling
on
nearly
all
its
streets.
It
sent
nobler band of workers, a truer self-respect,
We do not despise law. We do not pro- its reporters among these gambiing houses, trials. Several expedients have been sugor a more intelligent attachment to the
The proper increase of salaries
nounce it valueless as an aid to temperance. who found that the old and young, male gested.
principles which underlie and fashion what
would go a long way to remedy these evils.
But
something
more
than
and
female,
notorious
rascals
and
those
a
statute
is
need-'
is peculiar to its life.. We do not attempt
But in. the absence of this, Life Insurance
to forecast its future or read its fate; but ed. We must have knowledge, conscience, claiming a degree of respectability, mere offers a good degree of relief, The F. Bapcourage, self-denial, pluck, patience and outcasts and those
occupying
fair
so
we confidently expect its noblest work in
tist Mutual Benefit Asso. is a fitting expedithe day that has not yet dawned, and be- faith. We want the light .of science, the cial positions, were among their regular ent. Among the Presbyterians a movement
the public spirit of emi- patrons. It showed that these saloons, the
lieve that one will haye to take a pretty fidelity of parents,
nent men, the earnest remonstrance of most ‘of them, had their agents on the is on foot to induce the churches to add to
long journey to find its grave.
women, the fervid appeal of the pulpit, the streets, who were daily énticing the inexpe- the regular provision in the form of salary,
@
unequivocal protest and the earnest prayer rienced to their dens, there to rob them of a hundred dollars a year, more or less, and
Suppression of Liquor-Selling. of every Christian. Give us these, and the their money, begin the process of ruin that use this to provide for the necessities of the
dead statute will be_instinct with life; the should go on through time and eternity, ministry in time to come, either by paying
If it were as easy to reform conduct as to magistrate will.be a terror to evil doers; the and then leave them $o/ such care as friends the annual premium on a policy of Life Insurance or providing for an annuity. The
passlaws, it would not be needful to wait traffic will be really an outlaw; and the or fate might bestow.
It has lately visited the establishments of movement is timely, .and ought to meet
long for the dawn of the millennium. But dealer and seller will repent or hide in
the many sorcerers and fortune-tellers in general sympathy.
in framing and voting for a stringent statute, shame from the sight of men.
¥
pL
the city, and makes a startling but truthfal
it would seem as though more or less legisexposure of the business in which the most —— PRESBYTERIAN UNITY.
lators made a compromise with their conThe Interior, in
science, - They enacta law, and then, as
Provisions in Nature.”
of them ard engaged.
Under the - guise of a lengthy leader, frankly confesses that the
fortune-telling they ply one of the most sin- union of the two branches of the Presbyterithough their duty was done, scout in daily
practice the very principle which they * How toany, of all the people in the world, | ful vocations “of modern times. They are an church has been . followed by a sort of
seemed to exalt in their official life. They sit down by themselves. once in a life-time corrupters of morals, working among ‘the apathy, which stands out in marked confling a legislative thunderbolt at the head of and sincerely thank God that any one of young and thoughtless, inflaming their trast with the buoyancy, animation, zeal
a puklic wrong, and then go out to smile at the breaths they breathe doesn’t kill them ? passions, and then devoting them to lives and enthusiasm that were maintained by
the transgression as though it deserved char- And yet, but for the nice and unvarying of prostitution and misery. The Tribupe both bodies in their separate state. Men
itable treatment in view of the
gbuse it had proportions with which the poisonous and has already received numerous letters from sit down with folded hands and look. One
suffered.
“the wholesome gases mingle to form the prominent gentlemen in New York city, waits for another. The definite aims and
that members of their families had the strong ambition to achieve are lacking.
It is not hard to pass severe laws against atmosphere, any breath might do this, stating
lately
been
approached by these vile creat- The vis inertia has increased. The great
liquor selling. Most of the states have such The plague
that once came down on Lonlaws on the statute book. They may have | don, by which multitudes fell in a day, so ures, and begging that it would expose Memorial Fund, which was to be raisgd
to
remained there for years. There. may be that the living were not enough to bury the the crime’ and bring upon it the punish
comifiemorate
the fusion, lumbers
#long
little’ inclination to meddle with ‘them. dead, was only the result of a wrong min- that it deserves.
J slowly and awkwardly.
There is a general
| They have advantages which even selfish gling of the gases, just as apothecaries’
It is for this and similar reasons that this waiting as if for something
to turn up. The
men see and appreciate. They give the clerks sometimes give us oxalic acid for leading paper of the country has consented hope is expressed, however, that this apathy
to perform its unpleasant task. It sees will be temporary, and that it may prove to
people a desirable reputation. They afford seidlitg powders.
the party a species of poiitest capital. The
crime daily gaining a surer sway in the city, be only the natural result of entering into
Why shouldn't oxygen lose its * vitalizing
law is pointed at as the proof of wholesome property just forone breath,and that be the and the City Government daily ignoring its the chrysalis period of ecclesiastical existpublic sentiment, and as evidence of “the
presence. It sees its citizens swindled by encé, out of which the church is to. come
end of us? Or when we eject the carbon
high aims -of political leaders. But it is
base officials, and its. youth and manhood
energized for
higher service, and winged for
from our lungs, itself a deadly poison, why
by means that these officials a freer locomotion and a loftier flight. The
often little else than an exploded shell, - laid should it not remain close at hand to be in- corrupted
away as a memento or a testiffonial, and haled at the next inspiration, especially seldom fry to thwart. There are husbands confession is
' frank ‘and just, and the
not intended to be fired. Itis a dead letter when we repeat the operation something and fathers who beseech that their wives hope expresse will be shared by all real
instead of a living word.. It is a theory not over thirty thousand times every day? Dr, and daughters may be warned back from lovers of Zion.
TAT
to be applied. It is a truth affirmed and ~Holmes says that walking isa continual the paths of infamy into which they are
1
then dropped intp silence. It is a terrible falling, and that if the foot was not put for- lured; wives who wait for their husbands, ——CONGREGATIONAL PUBLISHING HOUSE.
threat which is practically forgotten when ward at just the right moment to receive and sisters watching in vain for their broth- Earnest efforts are making in Boston to
once it has been uttered, More or less the weight of the body, we should just so ers, while these husbands and brothers are erect a building on Beacon street, which
who voted for it hurry to the bar of the ho- often find ourselves prone in the dust. imbibing moral poison in a thousand places shall be to the Congregationalists what
tel at the end of the day’s work, ahd tempt And so every breath we breathe,if the pro- that stand invitingly and constantly open.
thé new and admirable structure on Bromthe very party whom they have been ar- visions were not
ully applied, would It isto temptations such as these that field street is to the Methodists. The sum
raigning, to the commission of an ‘offense. become the occasion of our sinking into the young men ‘and women , go when they seek required for this purpose is set down at
| Till there is a conscience in society against valley and shadow of death.
employment in. our largest cities. These $150,000.
The Old South church pledges
the use as well as against the sale of intoxi- |
concerns into which the Tribune is trying $10,000, a church in Newton, $5,000, and
It is thus th
se gfe guards are Hie
cating liquors, mere statutes will do little.
on every yet How could ‘the ‘merchant |to let daylight, are the ones that put the canvass among the strong societies in
Till moderate drinking isi feltto be a fault trust his gffips to the ocean, if water might their agents and solicitors on’ the streets Boston goes on resolutely and hopefully.
and a disgrace, even in what are called the
at any time lose its“ density ? With how along side of those who are active ip the The project is a fitting one, and deserves
higher circles of society, our temperance leg«
mach expectancy ‘could the farmer sow his Young Men’s Christfan Association, and copying in several yuarters,
islation will largely and seriously fail of its
——
seed, if there were ‘no provision for it to who nightly turn as many feet to perdition as
| professed ‘object. Liquor dealers know
grow up out of the ground instead of down the latter can win to the better way. Hit ——AN HoNorep Mistry. Rev.
Dr.
when the legislator and the magistrate are
Linto it’? If he might raise corn when he needs an apology for exposing such blush- Tyng, of "New York, —whose ability,
dein dead earnest, and when they aresonly
ing wrongs, it is found in the condition of
pretending. i+ They only smile at the” most ‘had planted beans, or if potatoes might those who crowd the road to ruin, and who votion to his: work, catholicity of spirit,
yield onions, or if all the seed he sowed
freshness and enthusiasm of heart, andylarge
stringent statute which has no settled moral
might yield. nothing, swith what courage may be saved from the fearful end to which influence among all classes, render
him a
purpose "behir
b
it. They accept the verbal
could he sow; or Sith what ~confidence’ it leads.

in every denomination. They drop their
their spirit both in the
- words
and |
ler pi and rouse un; pastover Sd
ji without much care, so long
start up needless fears|
as
they
know.
that, the policemen are shortor
catch
those ‘whose ears they
ne
=
sighted,
and
the
magistrate issues no warmaster,
they"
judgment
better
- whose
re have such men among us. We have rant, and the court fails to find’ conyincing
o ‘They will probably-con- evidence. Till practical temperance is
a
A
of our possessions. They honored by: 'the men and ‘women who
st intentions. They may be rake public sentiment and determine, the
|

1's partial, Their

MAY

=

“pair is too orb d to be approv ofl. Only
‘the faith that is “intelligent and brave and
struggles ‘for positive
achievement and
yet endures as seeing the invisible,—only

3, 197).

MORN ING

the very existence ofthe fact that there is
among us such a clas in no inconsiderable*
numbers, is a matter of great encouragement.

We have the material furnished

for

the enlargement.of our ministry andhghe in-

crease of its efficiency.

The conyefsioiref-

| young men furnishes occasion

for profound
gratitude ; the evidence that God is calling

ong of them to the work of the ministry, is
cause why the

church should hold a service

for thanksgiving, to be followed by a thank,

Pl

«AW

place, and twenty-one were baptized April
16th. Eight were. also. baptized at Central

have obwill give way after a while; they
ar—less
-appe
—will
-that
nter
encou
to
es
~gfacl
»

s City the same day, and the hand of fellowformidable in process of time, and doubt
ship given to twelve, Praise God for these
ses wit dissipate. Af the

that'a few succes
same time,

‘they themselves ae wailed pon

ies

is

0. E. ALDRICH.

Fasrus, N. X..

The church in Fabius, N.

Y., has been richly blessed with a season of
refreshing from the presence of the Lord.

the

cited

have

We

ue trying.

There

forward.

andgo

o courage

rescued souls.

struggleses and self-denials of the ** past gen.eration.” We could tell large stories oh

Late in the autumn Rev, M. H. Abbey com-

menced a series of meetings which" resulted

to sugthat scQre ; but have related enough
gest what might be told, indeed what was

in the ‘conversion of many souls. Over 40
bebe
y
hardl
would
were added to the church, a large proportion
worst
the
true; but
;
of whom were heads of families. A call to
:
lieved.
It may not be expedient, it may not be the pastorate was extended to Rev. L.E.

desirable, that all 8f them should pursue a Bates, and he has just entered upon its du-

full course. But something ought and can
be done in that direction. It may costa
straggle ; it will. But it is worth the at-

ties, with encouragihg
ness.

/

Walk, work, teach, engage

tempt at least.

To S.S. Superintendents.

in book ‘agency, anything and everything
honest and . respectable, to gain what is
needed to aid in preparation for the higher.
: of the Master. Do not shrink from
service
plain fare, provided it he abundant and

At our last 8. 8. Anniversary, the Executive
Com. recommended that some plan be devised
by which our 8. schools might exchange their
books, and thus save the expense

Never mind the threadbare cog, if. it be
but decent and comfortable. To any in-

fluence that! fnvités to ease, to~ worldly

Meetings.
At your next Q. M.,

with the flesh,

compromise

pleasure, to a

“I am doing a great

say first and’ last,

send your books,

I would like to say a few words about

religion

having

can take or

carefully

catalogued

brethren,

I

would

say

that three years ago with eleven members; since

that time there have been fifty-nine added.

was

It is

and with as warm hearted brethren and sisters

the neighborhood

and

R. R., in Bureau Co.. Ill, with a very respectable houge of worship, which is free

commenced

as any I haveever met.

preaching occasionally. Finally a religious
interest seemed to manifest itself and what
‘féew believers there were in the vicinity,

without

regard

They

from

are

ences, united and
organized a Baptist
church, Accessions were made to its npm-

Buteau-Co., Ill.

under consideration,
5

Having

The question whether we are to realize full crops
or only partial ones, is becoming niore and more important year by year. Most lands in our New England States need some kind of enriching,
Some
crops, do well when treated with bam.yard and
stable manures which®are so valuable that they
oughtto be saved and used with great care.
But we are satisfied, that for almost every kind of
vegetables the Phosphates are far more preferable.
We'have used thém with marked advantage with potatoes, carrots, beats, &o., and have found nothing at

But the more I read the works of the denomination to which I then belonged, and
compared them with the teachings of the

been made to

church, and a parsonage and organ
purchased. Efforts are making to

other paster.

Great Head of the church, the more I considered the doctrine of Calvinism and restricted communion and a few other points

the

have. been
secure an-

¢. Hor.

the Baptist Pastor. God poured us out a ‘house
blessing in the conversion of seven souls,
the reclaiming of backsliders and a general |

* reviving of religion in the neighborhood.
‘These were subsequently baptized, and organized a church consisting of new converts, those reelaimed and a few who came

EY

Rev. 8. Bowden and wife tender their thanks
to the friends in West Sidney for 4 donation of

$47, made them March 18th.
‘chester and Alden, Minn.

still retain an

"existence, although laboring’ under the
most painful disadvantages, not being con-

Quarterly Meetings. .

nected with any Quarterly Meeting nor
having any ordained ministers to administer the ordinances of God's House.
and was

SPAFEORD Q. M.—Held

and

Religions

vitality.

greatly desired.

Newspapers
iv

with the

:

rh

;

2—4.

:

Friday,

at 2 o’clock.

J. W. INGERICK; Clerk.

The dirange-

i

LLANY.

———

RELIGIOUS _ MISCE

The friends of the Sunday school cause

ments
much
means
‘charge

Conference

:

in Maine are to meet in Mass Convention at

was
and

are such as to promise a season of
interest and profit. This gathering
work, * The men. who have it in
will not be satisfied with anything

short of a live meeting, and drones will be

coming ef the anxiously-expected Messiah.

A woman
tracting

named Esther B. Huddleston is at

considerable

attention in Cincinnati as

* likely to find back seats.
a preacher. She appeared in the Congregation. * 'The topics to come before the convention | al church in that city, being introduced by the
“»can but awaken an interest in the mind of pastor, Rev. Henry D. Moore; and her first disthose who have the cause at heart, while the

nen appointed to open the discussion of the
several questions will not only secure attention but kindle a fire that will not be likely

to go out during the meeting.
Let F, Baptists show themselves awake in
this department of Christian labor. "We

hope our Sabbath schools in the State will
be represented.
Each Pastor and “Supt.
should see to it at once. Appoint your del' egates, and. select those who, will make an
‘effort to B® present:
AAS
i

:

Revivals, &c.

ie

:

»

. Tuxsriper, Vr.

The

4

19th inst.

¥

was a

day of rejoicing in- the Tunbridge church,

* Bro. J. Moxley, who commenced preaching

at the ago of fifty, has been laboring in tha t
<i¢inity, and as atesult three ‘hwve
hh §

8

6

course

was upon the general subject of woman’s

work and usefulness,

She is said to be of Quaker

extraction, ‘intellectual iv) appearance, witha
| good, expansive. forehead, a sharply chiseled
face, and a low but richly melodious voice.

Statistics of religlon in colleges show that at
82 of the principal colleges-in this country, 7,616
gtudents are reported, of whom, 8,162 are professors: of religion; the number of conversions

during-the past year being 40.
students preparing

The number of

for the ministry at these in-

stitutions is 874, while 45 are contemplating mis-

sionary ‘work.
Ti
/
|Sarah F. Smiley, & Friend, of Philadelphia, has
been speaking with great eloquence, not only in

the meetings of her own Society, but'in several

:

L

»

heen

|

of the churches. of Philadelphia.

She has been

silenced, it is said, by her elders, forthe offense
of recognizing “a hireling ministry,” by standing

‘up or bowing her Liead while ministers who are
not Friends ¢:1gaged it prayer.
. The Catholic
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CHRISTIAN BAPTISM,
- This little book has been revised by
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have a copy of
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For the Sabbath School.

< In Wayne, Pa., April22, by Rev. W. Parker, Mr
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage,
Perry Blackmer and Miss Diana Smith, both of Waon receipt of the price.
terford, Pa.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath scffin1 LiMarch 5, by Rev. W. H. Edger, Mr. Jacob Cornbraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us their
well and Migs Eliza C. Redlon.
March 19, Mr.
Charles P. B. Redlon and Miss Emma O. Spees. Also, ~orders which will be immediately filled with our own
April 12,- Mr. Peter jnpicbes and Miss Mary Ann
publications, or will be filled with the books of other
Goult, all of Plainfield,
Wis.
publishers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools
* In Vanetten, N. Y., March 14, by W. Brown, Mr.
Joshua Rumsey and Mrs. Emeline Rumsey, both of in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
V. in Baldwin, N. Y, April 19, Mr. James Dilley
profits may accrue from the sale (at reand Miss Jennie Folk, both of Chemung. Also, in tallWhatever
or in libraries) of these publications at our office,
Erin, N, Y., April24, Mr. James Grover and Miss
in Dover, (but no others) belong to the Denomination,
Annfe Swartwood, both of Newfield, N.Y.

SUSQUEHANNA'Y, M. will hold ite vidxt seasion with
the Dryden church, on Snyder Hill, four miles south~
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Phebe D. Nason, of Biddeford. Also, April 22, Mr, | Rescued from Egypt,

HUNTINGTON Q. M. will hold its next session at '
Vt., June §-11.
H. F. SMH, Clerk.
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trust there willbea promt
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one address, than on a single one. The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The volume begins with the first number in
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. Master

p Hiowitt and Miss Marin G. Pratt, ail of 8.

Free return tick®s will be furnished at the Convention to those who have paid fare one way over the Androscogetu, Portsmouth, Saco & Portland, Portland
& Rooh.,Port. & Ogsdensburg,N. Amer. & Euro
an,
& Grand Trunk roads. Those passing over the
Maine

to be
Present at the next sobslon of the N. H.
Y, M,, in
reat Falls, and wishing accommodations, especially
those coming with teams, will confer a mutual favor
by addressing at’ Great Falls either of the following
om. : Hiram Hurd, J. L. Gilman, S8amuel James,
N. M, Hurd, E. Perkins.
" “PER ORDER,
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intended for publica

TerMs.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copiesor more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTaGE.—The postage on a single copy
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M. Berry and Miss Georgia A. Elwell, bothof-B. | Yhen wewere Young,
March 8, Mr. William J. Merrill, of Buxton, and Miss | Sybil’s Way, .

«

roads, may obtain tickets good for the round trip by
calling for them and paying fare one way, at any
station on these roads. Persons Soing to the Convention by steamboat from Bangor,
achias, and
intermediate landings, may, by no fying the clerk of
said boats and giving their names, obtain free return
tickets.
+ The Convention is called by an Ex. Com, repre; seniing several denominations.
SMITH BAKER, JR., Ch’rm’n Ex. Com. »
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In Sebec, Me., April 16, by Rev.

ing,—Rev. 8. L. B. Chase, Bangor.
y Lo RNOON. Sunday school Coneerts.~Rev. C. F.
Penney, Augusta. Duty of the Church to Children,
—Rev. 1. M. Hrynes, Lewiston. The Art of Asking
Questions;—~Hon. W.”P. Frye, Lewiston.
EVENING. General Discussion of Sunday School,
Work,—By the Convention.
J
THIRD DAY.
MORNING. How Shall the Child’s Heart be Won
for Jesus ?—B. D. Farnham, Sabattisville. Town Institutes,—Rev. Smith Baker, Jr., Orono. Reports.
All of these topics will come before the Convention

serve them.

AND TO
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Turner, Providence,
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Hillsdale College.
The annual meet!
of the Board of Trustees of
Hillsdale College will be held at the college on Monday; the 12th day of June next. The session will open
at 2 o’clock, P. M., and on account of the importance
of the business to be transacted a full attendanee i
des
.
L. P. REYNOLDS, Treas.

municants of its church throughout the United | these calla
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MYRTLE.

rior quality, and its mechanical excellence is

RURLINGAME,
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Foreign Mission,

be Darling, Paw Paw.

General Conference.
By request of Yearly Meet
Clerks. in Maine,
New Hampshire and ormontyor. C. 0. Libby, of
Dover, N.
H., will act as agent/In
obtaining reduction
of fare to the next session of General Conference, to
be held in, OhiCage, in October.
A. H. MORRELL, Clerk of M. C. Y. M.

and

choice

THE

This semi-monthly, published by the Freeuse of'Sunday Séhool scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very supe-

i

.

eres

Sinclair & wife,
v J L
support of a boy in India,
in E
Friends of missions, B

Notices and Appointments.

Maine

of selected and

per W Johnson,
.
2,70
Christ-Child,
| She Chri;
3%
A friend, Hampton, N H, per ¥ H Lyford,
> 2,0 | Making Something,ri
A M Staley & wife, Toledo, Jowa,
ng
_.
N H, for
New Hampton,

GLU-ENE | Once used ALWAYS used. It gives perfect satisfaction. ’'Tis a household necessity. Only
25 cents.
.
ak
.

This Jody
Gardiner,

number

Address,
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WORK

Rockdale, Pa,

Evangelical Sunday school work in the state, will
make an earnest effort to attend the Convention.
General.
A
Free
entertainment will be provided. "All persons
The Theological Seminary at Oberlin is to desiring
entertainment at this time are requested to
,
for
which
a
site
is
secured,
|
send
their
names to Alden Baker, Gardiner, at least
have a new buil
one
week
prior to the meeting of the Convention, and
.| and funds are partly raised.
on arrival repair to the vestry of the Congre, ational
The Israelitegtates that an eminent rabbi says Church, where a committee will be in: waiting to

that 1t is a tradition of the German Jews that at
the time avhen the Empire of Gérmany shall be
re-established (the empire ceased several hun‘dred years ago) this will be the omen of the

per doz
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SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

r

Dover, N. H.

as well as many of our best Hymns. If18 compact
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and is
well adapted to use in social meetings. Price per

Mission.

hy

fas
ONCORE,

MORNING. Teacher’s Spiritual Preparation,—~Rev.
A. K. P. Small, Portland. Teachers’
Meetings,—Rev-.

preached to good acceptance. June session with
the churclra Stony Fork, Tioga Co., Penn., June

ete

Maine Sunday School Convention.

Gardiner onthe 16th of May.

|

JOHN TYLER, Clerk.

terest was manifest, though the delegation
1 small.
Rev. ¥. W. Andrews was present

8. WaLLING:

Sherman, Mich.

Home

the new article that produces these bonnes

Friday

BRADFORD & T10GA
Q. M.~Held its Feb. session with the Brookfield church. A
good in-

unquestionably a great field of usefulness.

Td

Conference

previous, at 6 o’clock, P. M.

sre

‘We are also in need of young and faithful
ministers,to whom good support would be
given. who are able and willing’to labor
and give their time to the work. Here is

Richford- church.

1"1t has a large

Address,

No. 39 Washington St.,

Has been revised and much improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made’ from new type throughout

Me., via Saco.

Buty ,Me:
BW Portel

;

L. R. BURLINGAME,

The Sacred Melodies

Exrupss,
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and Philadel-

i

the country.

ENTITLED

D Lothrop & Co, Boston, Mass, . *

Rev J B O Colby, Denmark,

afternoon of the 18th. The following will be the general order of business:
FIRST DAY.
we concur therein, This Conference would adOrganization. Address by Rev. George W. Gardinvise the churches of this Q. M. to make an exer, D.
;
»
tra effort to-collect funds and forward to the
EVENING. General discussion of the address. ReTreasurer of the Foreign Mission society. Col- ligious Experience of Children.—Introduced by Rev.
$7.06. Next session C.F. Allen, Bangor.
lection for KF. Missions
.

also

secure such advantages as
necessary to our existence

its last session with

8.
tley presented two circulars from C. O.
Libby on
Foreign Missions, Jeguestius
Bro.
Whitley to act as agent of this Q.
M. Voted that

called to the pastorate. The church had
such a hard struggle with poverty that we
are unable to
are absolutely

rine,

April 18, ’71.

the Dryden church. The churches were mostly
Feprestnted by letter and . delegation. Rev. A.

I received a license to preach from Revs.
L. Curtis and H. N. Plumb,

Ny

Rev. J. M. Pease and wife gratefully acknowledge a donation of $107,756 from friends in Man-

to us from another Denomination.
By the blessing of God we

and purchasing an organ.

THE

J E Yoder, Gilbertsyille, Pa.

York, Boston,

of the country.

$3.84. Price per single beok, when bound in thick
pasfeboard covers, 30 cents; per doz. $2.88. Postage
(extra) on a single copy bound in pasteboard, 4 cts.;
on a doz.; 48 cts. ; bound in cloth, 8 each, or, 60 cents.

.

New

phia.
i
The Pressman has had an experience of twelve years, and that in some
of the best offices in the largest cities

Soldby all Druggists.

single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents ; per

eede,
Prairie du Sac, Wis.
8 F Clark, Granville Summit. Pa.

bouches, is one of ite wonders. The Sea Moss Farine
Co., 53 Park Place, New York, is manufacturing this
incomparable edible from Carrageen or Irish Moss,
under a patent procured last summer, and its popu.
larity is already so great that the extensive mills of
the Association, although running night and day,
can hardly keep pace with the prodigious demands.

Rev. Geo. 8. Hill has accepted. a call to the

.eration I determined to do violence to con- ‘pastorate of the church in Gonic, and entered
science no longer, but preach the truth as I upon his labors there.
understood it... .
5
|
During the fore part of the winter of 1870
Rev. 8. Poindexter has accepted a call to the
rick, Me.
the religious feeling seemed to demand an pastorate of the F. B. church in
effort for a revival of God's work, and we He has been supplying the church about seven
‘went to praying and preaching and holding months, and efforts are now making to increase
its usefulness and efficiency. Liberal donations
evening meetings, myself alternating with have already. been made towards repairing the

eare,

|in
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+
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daily for a sum so trifling that it is scarcely worth
AT % Bates Colleges Lewiston, Me, for Miss Dudnaming. They can take their choice of fifty delicate
ey,
a
10
+
dishes (each one of which the’ most fastidious epiMrs A Carfield, Marion, Ohio, per W Johnson,
7, 5
cure would smack his lips over), at a-cost which in Col by J 8 Manning, Ill,
rarnL
these dear times, may well be called nominal. CusSILAS CURTIS, 2reas; |
tards, creams, Blanc Mange, Charlotte Russe pud:
Concord, N. H.
dings, pies, cream cakes and jellies are included in
tem
Lots gl
eg
this cheap and varied bill'of fare.
Edacation Society.
_ “ But,” says the skeptical reader, shrugging his Ch in Pike, NY, Mission boxes,
19,00
per D Jackson,
6
Rev J A Lowell, Lawrence Mada. Tun,
shoulders incredulously, * this is not an age of wir2.30 |
Adams,
H
D
per
Vt,
Underhill,
boxes,
Mission
acles ; give me facts, not assertions.” This1s an age
roo
of miracles—miracles of science ; and “ Sea Moss Fa¥

The Shelby, N. Y.,Free Baptist church is with|,
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oringeld, N H.
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they have a soothing effect.
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
clear and strengthen the voice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthléss and cheap imitations are offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure to OBTAIN
the true
i
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
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Mss A 8 Plumer, N Pittston, Me.

proved:

out a pastor and desirousof securing one.

to be radical errors, and after mature delib-

mos
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type made by first-class manufactures
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ey Mich,
Center, Vt.
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Waterbury
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It is believed, therefore, that all
kinds of Job-printing, including the
™
Requires immediate attention, a8
oO
Np neglect often results man incurable printing of cuts and printing in colors,
&
Lung Disease.
can be done in, good style at short notice
BRON (Hy Al
or
SHONCHLAL TROCHES
will most invariably give ingtant
re- and upon reasonable terms.
/;ROLY lief.
For ' BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,
Orders are solicited from all parts of
CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE snd THROAT DISEASES,

H Merrill, 8 Atkingon, Me.
Thorn, Ell
mn,
‘
S Phillips, Cuba,
NY
C Brown, 8 Killingly, Conn.
W Rand, 150 Nassau St, N Y.

RA Coats,
H F Smith,
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Druggist, DOVER, N. H,

Forwarded,

Mise Sarah x Davin

Dealers

Ask
your Druggist for Homai's
Persian
Wash, and you will get the best known remedy
for REMOVING MOTH PATCH, TAN, and FRECKLES. Manufactured only by B. F. RACKLEY,

Albion P Weeks; Ea Parsonfield, Me.

v
SPECIMEN copies of the PORTLAND TRANSCRIPT sent
free to any address,
Terms, $2 a year,.and subscriptions
first-class literary
:aken for six or three months.
which has just be¢n greatly enlarged and imAddress ELWELL, PICKARD & Co., Portiand,

Since the commencement of this pashave

low prices.

E Manson, Topsham, Me.
E True, Rochester, N H,
E C Cook, Brownfleld, Me.
ER Clarke, New Haven, Mich.
J Westlake, Greenbush, Wis.
J B Leighton, N Danville, Vi.
‘Wm Rose, Amarosa, Towa,
E Knowlton, 8 Montville, Me.
* C Burch, Greenfield, Erie Co, Pa.
Lyman Sheldon, Ellenburgh depot, N Y.
D Lyon, Wayland, Mich. (2)
N Milliken, Buxton, Me.
John E Rand, Steep Falls, Me, (2)
Asa Taylor. Cottonwood Falls. Kas.
Hannah 8 Cotton, Sandwich Center, N id
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on cargo auction prices,

Job Printing Press

Morning Star Office. This Press is the
‘best in use, and is, of course, capable
of doing most excellent work. ©
The Job type is entirely new, and

houses throughout woultl do well to take advantage of the

Me,
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47 Washington Street, Boston.
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lish and American Carpetings are now
bein,
r sale by JOHN J. PEASLEY & Co, 47
Washington Street,
m. The Jeslyua comprise the
newest and most stylish patterns,
ties furnishing
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Randall—J Rogers—MA Stowe—GH Smith—Mrs L Sweet
—J Sweet—E
Smith—S8 F Smith -8 V R Slade—I J Scofleld-W © Sanborn—W Snell-W 8 Stockbridge—dJ L
Smith—J C Steele—W T Smith—Z F Stovenour—E 0
Stewart--B Sullivan—A_ A Smith—8 E Sanborn—8 A
Steere—H Sutherland—H Stilés (2)—W
H Stocker—C
Sexton—B Thompson—J M Turner—L B Tasker—B R
Yoclemn--L D
Wilmath—S Warren—S
B Young—A
ork.
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From the Massdgusetts Ploughman.
FERTILIZERS. — Amonghthe numerous fertilizers
|
now betore the public, Bradley’s Super-Phosphate of
Lime presents large claims to public favor. It cannot be classed withthe many catch-penny compounds which are daily forced upon the market, and
possessing no virtue. But itis a sterling article,
which his stood the test of years, and has received

ir]

torate, some

;

Howe—H L Heningway—I Z Haningd Hicks—P Hudatt

J
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designs

invited to, inspect our stock,
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Hicks
—J 8 Jordan—Mrs H Judkins—J E Jones—L D Jeffers—
8 A Jennings—W M Jenkins
~E Jenkins—D B Jones—8 C
Kimball—J
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H Moon—M Merritt—B
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Mason—W H Newton—C A Nichols—J C Osgood—W
A Potrer—J 8 Porter—
J B Philbrick=C T Paul-I Peaslee—S Peckham—A H
Dulge—R Parks—L Plummer—W Parker—D E Runnell—

$1000 REWARD i8 offered by the proprietor of Dr.
Pierce’s Alt. Ext. or Golden Medical Discovery for a
medicine that will -.equal™it .in its cure of ‘ Liver
Complaint ” or “ Billiousness,” Conetipation of the
Bypwels, Bronchial Throat and Lang Diseases, severe
Cough, and as a blood purifier for the cure of Serofulou# diseases, Boils, Eruptions, Tumors, Pimples,
Blotches and Rashes appearing upon the face. Sold
by druggists.

re- | church in Madison, I have accepted a call to the

ceived baptism, I was shortly afterw
censed to preach the gospel, which I
do a year and a half occasionally Vg

slight advance

Barrett—G W_Barrows—W J Bayrjand M Burgin—M.
J
Bachelder—J M Balley—P 8 Burbank—W L Badger—
M Blaisdell—=M Bates—A T Bowman-—I P Bates—A T
Bowman—D R Buzzell-8 D Bates—D Brown—U Chase—
M Chandler~D B Crittenden—Mrs J Cox—B R
Clark—J
8 Chandler—R Cooley—C E Blake—~T H Corson—R Com-~
stock—dJ B O Colby—R
Dean -J W Drake—R DeeringI
French—S8 P Fernald—E O Fisher—~N Gammon—J Gorsline—E Guilford~B 8 Gerry—L Gordon—A W_Greenslit
—8 Hoover- C H Hinkley—F E Hartshorn~I1J Hol
B
Haneford ~Burtie Hyde—A
Holley~1L Hasset
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Letters Meceived.
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M Amsden—M Atwood—L D Ackerman—I Ballou—8 H

conferences which met last week had the subject
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W. Brown, Hicks, Chemung Coa N. Y.
appa,
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outta Mattin 8—the finest qualities .and
the best styles.
Hotels, Beach Houses, ete., furnished with these goods at
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bodies in Canada is not yet accomplished; but
there is a strong sentiment in favor of it, and the
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grammaf, intermediate and primary,
The proposed union of the various Methodist

ber from time to time and among the rest | |_— After nearly four years spent with the lst
was the writer of these lines.
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: ost

law, 17 collegiate, 648 normal; the remifiider

ex
to support a pastor to the full extent of
thdir
ability ; and I am free to say that I..do not
kngw of a more promising field for labor.
rrespondence looking to an engagement may
by §ddressed to Dea. E. H. Conibear, Mineral,

to denominational differ-

“L. Ds JEFFERS, Clerk.

J

:

leges makes it equally efficient, Thé number of
pupils enrolled in its various institutions is 15,204,
of whom 14 are set down as theological, 8 as

debt,

willing

:

Raymond one day, Wednesday, May 17.

Bronchitis, Hoarseness, Influenza and Consumptive

order, moved

into

year; but its officers think that the greater concentration of ‘labor in its normal schools and ¢ol-

and Asthmatic complaints.

By the request of the

!
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THE MORNING STAR

PRICES.—

"41 Washington Stréet, Boston.

~NEW

TROY Q. M. will hold its. next session withthe Sullivan church, May 26-28. Conference commencing
day, the 26th, at 4 o'clock, P. M. A general at-

tiou which lmduces coughing, giving instant relief in

that the Mineral, Ill., church is without a pastor
and takes this method of inviting correspondence. The church was organized but little more

tw orth, June 3s, 4.

LR

Coughs. — The administration of Medicinal preparations in the torm of a LOZENGE is of
all modes the most eligible and con
nient, more especially as regards a COUGH REMEDY.
‘‘Brown’s
ronchial Troches,” or Cough Lozenges, allay irrita-

situated in a smxll Village on the C.,R. I. and P.

communion

“among the freedmen and 9 amopg the

the church BTW

beautiful

JOHN J. PRASLEY & CO.,

4

. M. will hold its next session with

“W. BROWN, Clerk.
Chinese. These are scattered through 17 states tendance is desired.
and territories, This is a less number than last + ROCKINHAM Q. M. will hold its next session

faction to any one who may properly use it.

among the last-things that I thought of.
But the following summer a Baptist licentiate, of the close

the employment this year of 800 missionaries and

A Pastor Wanted.

on -this line.” When I came hear, there
“were no religious services held within thirty
and

yet answered. ©
The American Missionary Association reports -

: Ministers and Churches.

the purpose of securing the benefit. of the
Homestead act, determined to “‘fight it out
location,

WENTWO!

have lately come over, or, for any cause, are not

teachers
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:

Gen. Agt. of F. W. B. 8. 8. Union.
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somewhat isolated re“Grand Traverse Renorth-western partof

the lower peninsula of Michigan.
:
I came here four and a half years ago for

of, my
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session yeu

' reading matter to your 8. schools, with very
trifling expense. A correspondénce between 8.
S. Superintendents previous to your next Q. M.
session might better prepare the way for this exchange.
:
L. L. HARMON,
:

A Word from Michigan.
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FREEBORN, MIN
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next.
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The shudiws were gathering one
day,

“ What

Where, silently, grieving,a sik mother lay ;—

Ab, little she dreamed, in her girlhood’s bright eagerly.

Fannie.
““I would rather go ; with
)
:
:
“1 guess the girls most all wanted dolls,” | again'than go to see Rosa, I. believe;”

lee,

8 torm-tossed and darkened her life-bark

How

important things. Her picture of the two cousins is wel exqeuted; sho paints from common
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aire”

mayn'ti prey my ow”

“ And I:think they're ever'so nice,” said’ mean little boy any more.

George,

did they ask for ?" cried

y

*| esting story, set forth the.influence exerted upon
character by what are often deemed little and un-
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life, her. colors

The Improvisatore,”

of

author

Andersen,

Hans

she

and

are not extravagant,

English, and | makes indifference to trifids utter a most seéious
Fetes Now first translated into
ke
"Yes, darling.”
| so, Aunt Lucy P"
| ** Yes, I expect so; and I hope they will | ~ And these were his words: “I'se areal | containing chapters additional to those’ pub- | wouning through one of her. characters, while
lished in the Danish edition,bringing
the narrathe other gratefully impresses the lesson: that
enjoy it all.”
Then she” added, gayly, ‘mean little boy. She won't do nothing ugtive down to the Odense Festival
in 1867. Aunothing in morals is of little account, and that he
thor’s
edition.
New
York:
Hurd
&
Hough|
ly
a
bit,
and
T
knows
I'se
made
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head
“ Well, how do you like fairy visits P"
ton.
1871. 12mo. pp. 669. Sold by D. , Loth- who is faithful in the least is faithful also in much.
¢ Oh, I'think they're jolly,” said George. most split; Oh, God, don’t let me be a
rop & Co
. In the Trapper’s Niece, there is given us a

ask for ?* Now think a moment,.and when
you are sure you have made up your minds
raise your hands.” ' Up came the hands in .a
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think

have anything you wanted, what would you | steak was pretty good, too; don’tyou
'
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words, and then ‘asked,
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thought

‘I guess his mother

told you could|

were

tion: * Suppose you
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it

and cominducedl” to say ‘his prayers very
slowly, and kept still while I prayed a few

his. new

in

will look

he

do you think
them, and afterward talked about it, od
among other things asked them this ques- | clothes om

.
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at all.”
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‘We. have several tinies spoken of this compléte

book at once beautiful and wholesome,

It isa

splendid little fellow had had a. fair trial of and admirable edition of Andersen's Works, ) as somewhat striking story of western life, bringstrength, and was conquered, and surren- | the successive volumes have appeared. In all ping us face to face with the hard and rough chars

you
and

qualities which go to make up a. | ,eters that crowd out upon our frontier, and althe mechanical
said his sister, whose dream was # lovely | that was saying a great deal, for Rosa was | dered manfully; and I had no farther beautiful
collection of books, the products of the 80 showing us how human.roses may bloom even
trouble
or
anhoyance
during
-the
seven
+ | wax doll with flowing curls, blue eyes and her dearest friend, and they had such pleasRiverside Press are wont to stand*pre¢minent, in the social wilderness, It shows, too, how
weeks he stayed with me.
;
' and these volumes are among its choicer issues. selfish plottingis likely to dgfeat itself, and how
Her path with affliction so darkly was stained,
ant times when they visited each other.
dressed
in
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and
slippers.
remained.~—~
would be.

No light save the love of the Saviour

* You may be

Thus musing, the fountain of teaks ‘would oer
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flow
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mingled

seemed

Till even life’s blessings

sure,”
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silk dress;
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But how

moment,

we feel ground.

nearly I had

‘Is it notbecause itis more blessed: to | and our servants.
give than to receive ?” said Aunt’ Lucy,

the|

softly, — Ex.

‘books,’

lost my

vantage

Andersen’s writings always possess a peculiar at-

integrity and religious
Ifave would rule our own spirits, | tractiveness and charm, They are saturated with | "vi ication even on

| His naive simplicity, his heartiness, his real 10ve | jot jgsues of the London Religious Tract Socie-

But oh, to govern self!

for whathis reverence
of whatever
toward mankind,
kindly feeling
is good, ishisbeautiful,
ever

The Value of Brains.
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abiding
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row;

that wishes would always come true;

only I'd wings that would fly like a thought,

Then I would fly back to a hag on the hill

show-bird’s gay
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Where glad

trill ’;
My grandma would smile in ber
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wish with the|
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:
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Of all that is pleasant, what wishis the best?” :
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* I’know who the fairy is that is going to
send hin the beefsteak,” said George, with
«
a very knowing look.
* Who is it; and how do you Kiow 7

|
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continued

through life, and the ob)

his experiments,

Lucy, isn’t it P”
“ Do you think I look like a fairy ?” said
her aunt.
“ No, I don’t think you do,” said Fannie,
{looking, a little puzzled; then her face

Thus bright’ning the gloom of the sufferer’s way,

" Pill Jesus shall banish her sorrows for aye.
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.
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Membership of baptized Children; The Idea of
aring

Dr. Samuel Harvey Taylor; Notes on Egyptolo-
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Another
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self willed child.
d
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of all patience, I determined | not content. with making you nurse every

with a disobedions,
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The first three of these volumes belong to the | its fitst appearance ; but if it has not since grown
New Prize Series, which are avinning a favor | steadily ‘in nterest and strength, it has never
volumes which preced- | descended to any low level. Its discussions are
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The arrange- | by whose side it chanced to be placed, *‘be-

ened ‘enough. to
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conscience
my
theough
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because he can not govern his spirit .
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number
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«Because you are not going out until: ten
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But itisa great loss'if a | \oionnorhood would ht By Be

The husband and wife live so

is in | off, to get rid of my noise?’

| said: ¢ Well, Cyrus, I hope you will enjoy
u| the beefiteak, and I shall expect to see ‘you
on Monday morningin your new suit.”
2 wis one of
inl Se ool. Lis: Mrs. Crewton was full of thanks ‘and
my
about him.” ‘The | praise for the basket, and in - the midst of
about | it they took ‘their departure. Fannie could
;
date lad to hear J, so scarcely ait to got away from the door bewore
ho) ‘and girls at choo
uc
a3
were ready to listen at once.
they were

The papers in the Inst issue have

and magnetic.
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(does not do so. Make it a pleasure for, him | ties that seldom combine in fact as they are made | THE BIBLIOTHECA SACRA keeps its eminentat | ets.
“Why don’t you whip me, and send me’| to ‘talk ‘with you. Exercise good sense, | to combine in these portraits. It is a book full of | 1y Scholarly and theological character, refusing

Aunt Fannie, had been happy lookers-on all this
time, and, taking the basket,
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can interpret ha,

de-

‘No, not at all.”

Sure an’ there is, an’ a beautiful | say his prayers,and hop into bed. ps wishby bevy
‘one it is, t00,” said his mother, looking not | ed him to kneel with me, by the bed, and

no ‘bounds. - "Aunt Lucy, with
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Concert resumed, with the addition Of |\Uurse can be a great help and pleasure to | and Kate of this story are girls of very rare and | ih} pops Educational a

| steak ™ ho cried, his eyes shining with 1de-|
less

fap has.
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ing, the garrulous repetitions, frivolous

. | couraged, Cyrus took it and set it on the | went back to- Tis blocks’ Vihous
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ucy forgot th e head-ache | While his mother was Setting the
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Va my

toh $alk with them, This is not the place £0 | 43,0 wyole listof voliimes which hold the literary | Preaching; The Papacy and the Law of Nations;
, | The Order of Salvation; Rev. Thomas Harvey
°
discuss the short-comings of a man,but some- Produts of his life-time,
Skinner, D,. D.;. Tholuck’s Jubilee ; Huxley's
a
times when I have listened to the fault-find‘writings; Contemporary Literature; Theologi-
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to ) and a ferry Hugh it was}} cake
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feel
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i at jgnoa, slapped his nolgy Play Wi Frisky, bless the fairy that sent you the basket.”
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part of the generous pileof pamphlets which the
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in Andersen's writings, by
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came home looking so, especially on Friday | But whatis that ?” she added, lifting out | make a short prayer for him.
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If every- | and honored me.
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Messer:
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“No.”.

~ “Mayn't 1 go out now?"
‘Not until ten o'clock.”
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‘What can I do next?
Cyrus thought a beefsteak would - suit him|
| best, andas he has been a pretty good boy | knows how.”

Cyrus. and 4the Fairy. gion hot
Lucy came

: x
sewing

‘Ain't your head most: ready to split?”

to hear it.”
| “IHe amdrewhappy
fairies, andmost,I asked
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talking
a long breath.
and|
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what about
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nie were in such haste to see Cyrus,and give | erect before me, with his hands in his pockhim tHe *¢ fairy basket,” that Aunt Luey
once asked for him.

of the people,
and wilt

_. . | grumblers and maleontents —Journal and | has often seemed a sort of undefinable attraction | TE AMERICAN PREBYTERIAN REVIEW gains
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the * teacher,”
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: toes: rest; a | mak
caer, and dusted the large rock- : bumping his head :as well as
ea man talk by telling him that he
ing-chair for her to sit in. George and Fan- | pause. . Then picking himself up, he stood

de of song.
Enriched the rE

Attending to and fro.

all
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disquiet, presumption and a settled

‘Whish, mingled with the notes of bird,

His faithful dog, close by Mim found,
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wholesome, and there is a
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ake the Magazine a genuine he and
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‘Because you are not going out until ten
a. -short: walk they reached|
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:
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year.
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10% 400
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:
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present effered | my incredible fortune!
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Bismarck says the Germans will not evacuate
the forts northeast of Paris until the final treaty

of peace is concluded.
A rebellion has broken out in Chiriqui, Centrg] America, and the insurgents have capture
the United States steamer Montijo.

_Semor Castelar announces that he will introduce a motion in the Spanish

Cortes

demanding

the dethronement of the King.

The Chinese government

is reported to have

of women be abolished.

San Salvador has conquered Honduras, and the
war is at an end.

It is reported that the steamship Queen of the
Thames, from Melbourne bound to London, las
been lost, and that a large number of persons
:

Thiers has issued a circular saying, that the
government is still making preparations.” Duerot has resigned and Douval and Clinchant now
command the government troops. A delegation
from Lyons has called on Thiers and remonstrat-

ed at what they consider his harshness toward

- thé commune.
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mo provisions will be permitted to enter the
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for experiment, if not already in process of carrying
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eration by a Committee of the Mass: Legislature.
Itis only for branches and feeders that these
roads are recommended.
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The beautiful Princess Frederica, the eldest

daughter of ex-King George of Hanover, is lying
dangerously sick at the villa of her fathér near
Vienna.

On Christmas day, 1869, she was
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with water the day
" Chatillon
was another success for the govern- pounds sterling, It would be exceedingly
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say from experience. I-shall not sow it again.
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of they will drink. They. take from fwo to seven
Only the burgomasters
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Bremen can ever indulge in this precious tipple, pailfuls each; they also have access to cold waof | and they onlyon great occasions, When they do. ter inthe yard. . Another gentleman told. me
have a drinking bout, nothing since the banquets that he could take any cows that had beén kept
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well-filled. The heads are of a square shape,
and often of a bluish black color, especially before ripening.
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as any
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ALC

to the

stay, yielding to nothing but the utmost al

gorged small bones of minnows,

inches wide,

hay;

matter, its roots fill the surface,

A kingfisher’s nest in Shetland is described in
Nature. The horizontal passage to it was in the
side of a bank, 4 feet above the water, 21 inches
long and 2 inches wide, broadening to the nest
chamber, which was 6 inches long, 4 broad and
4 high. The lining of the nest was of the dis-

in. Germany two feet seven

summer

upon

‘Hieekell’
s
A
TETT

ly, and, if given a moderate amount of fertilizing

with cream, into a mush of meal and butter.

up a Christmas tree for somé poor children,
when suddenly a green wax taper which she had
able to the government forces. It is reported
lighted fell on her bare arm and burned her
that the commune has blown up the southern
forts. The gens-Farmes in St. Denis are becom- severely. Rince that time her physicians have
been unable to get the poison out of her system,
ing numerous, and the loyal national gnards there
have been organized. The official statement of and it is now believed that her life ‘can not -be
5
t
;
«the losses of the communists to
day sums up saved.
It is a well-known fact that wine improves
* 9000 killed and wounded, besides 3000 prisoners.
A delegation of Roman Catholics recently visit- with ‘age, and as a consequence, of course, it ined the Emperor of Germany to ask his interfer- creases in value; but any one who thinks it
ence to-prévent the occupation of Rome by the worth while to invest his surplus funds in wine

Italian government,

are
:

has a fault, that is one of them; but full seeding
will measurably remedy that. It doeg not stool
or spreadso universally as the sblue grass, or
perhaps some others, but it forms a strong, compactroot, and that root it holds firmly, enduring-

before the

Deadly snakes so abound in India that 40,000
most troublesome enemy whom the Russians had
to encounter in their frequent invasionsof Cau- persons are said to die of their bites annually
casi. When he was captured he was treated (11,416 in the Bengal Presidency alone), and
witli the utmost respect by: thé Russians, and when, in the small Bancorah district, the governan

it grows too much in stools,

tansy, and a good deal.of sugar are ‘put together
into the tea-pot.

the

It has been objected to the

leaves in a cup, and pouring en boiling water,
and the infusion is drunk without sugar or milk.

Late English papers report the death of Scha- ples of these, Music has been composed in ‘time
myl, the Circassian chief, at the age of 74. From ‘of five equal parts, but no musicians have yet
1824 till 1859, when he wag captured, he was the been able to perform it correctly.
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chard grass retains its supremacy, and, breasthigh at maturity, lords it over its diminutive
trespassers in & bounteous crop, while its humbler attendants, good in their place, modestly fill
up a great, nutritious undergrowth at the bot¥
:
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of a parrot; but .I can look after the comforts |

timothy, which it long ago run out, and, although
the white clover and blue grass venture their

to a vast hight above

and

:A

within a week after cutting, and so

pastured ; it was first sown with

erup-

our

:

Full

could comb or curl a French poodle; but I

for soiling; it has been cut for

the sun’s surface, show 4 previous pressure upon
it of 4,070,000/atzmospheres, attained at a depth

pour the strong infusion of tea and

“made a demand that all schools for the education

were drowned.

tions of hydrogen flames

in vain,
£

The

Zollher argues that the observed violent

with Mrs,

and decencies of a stall most faithfully.

a field of it, en a strong clayey loam, which has
stood for more than 30 years. It has been out

cold-

)

It may be a coarse employméhts,bu

it is congenial
nge .
tend a canary,

other Srasees, even the blue
which crowds
out almost every other—making no inrosds on
its pbasession-when once fairly rooted.
We have

ness, moving southward from the Arctic basin.

FOREIGN.

Communists at Marseilles bave again attempted to overthrow the government, but
and have all been arrested.
©

a hardship.

grass
heavy

seasons. Itis permanent in its occupation of the
soil, having a strong fibrous
3» maintains its
hold in clumps, or tussocks,
any and all

cutting necessary willbe not more than 150 feet,

instantly killed, the wagon and the horses smash-

agree

food
to the acre can be grown, aside@frem
Lucern or Trefoil, which our American climates
will not consecutively, year after year, produce. No'grass, not even red clover, springs up

continuously throughout

ed to pieces, and one man only survives, fearfully
injured; on Saturday, several fires of minor importance.
:

«

2

me, the actual daily care of a horse were fag 1)

most “ether

knife in the mow when fed dry in winter, and is

the deepest

not

COAL.

St. Domingo
16
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hardy, harsh, and roan
to stock ; therefore
it must be cut before it-arrives at its seed-ripen-

every way as convenient a long

es

:

learned more from horses than homilies. Suiin
:
pernal influences: guided her, but equinal ener-| - .
0
gies entered into her blood snd musecfes, or { | ) ) I { } R
i

other. - Such are its qualities for hay.
Third. As soiling ste¢k through the summer
months is now eoming rapidly into practice, we
room for their development, without the necessican do no better service to the farmer—more
ty of their expendingYo much force against the
¢ particularly tothe dairymen—than © recomwall.
mend the orchard grass for that purpose; and
The latest report from the Isthmus of Darien
for
the following reasons: It is early. It grows
represents that the newly-discovered route for

fatal accidents near Boston; on Thursday, sever-

does

.

ted her for her wonderful, anomalous career she

action of the stomaeh for nutritious uses.
As
hay, it cures readily ; its long growth —renders it
easy to rake and handle; it stores compactly in
either stack or mow; cuts easily. with the hay-

blown to pieces by nitro-glycerine at the Hoosac er than turn over and grow sideways, which it
The
‘Tunnel; on Tuesday, four murders inthe West, would appear so much easier for it to do.”
two suicides and six deaths by accident; on fact is also a curious one, that tree-roots will
over immensely, strong walls
against
Wednesday a $100,000 fire in Rome, New York,a throw
$30,000 fire in New York city and a $50,000 fire which they have grown, though one would think
in Henry, Illinois, four smaller fires, and three the pressure against the softer soil would give

le.

There was that in her of fire, and dash,and splen-

ing its verdure into the latest frosts, and then
affording a pasturage, sweet and nutritious, - inviting to all kinds of farm stock inclined to graz-

ces, it is well known that a mushroom will * lift

| R)

.

did daring which only equine communionand |
companionship can inspire. In all that best fit-

Scien- - ble to the taste of animals, and congenial

of Natural

2 oxy

Sh

Stowe that the harnessing and driving of a horse
are unfeminine employments. She says:
:
I have always been inclined to credit the ac
count which makes Joan d’Arc a stable girl.

by the recent production of the Dialogues of Plato
ing.
translated into English, with analyses and introt
wSecond. As hay, its quality is good,” when
ductions, by. B. Jowett, M. A., Master of Baliol r
cut in its early flower, but inferior when gone to
€ollege, Regius Professor of Greek in the Uniseed, attaining then a woody fiber, as before reversity of Oxford—in four volumes, of 600 or
marked, yet, when 4ut and steamed, equal in nu700 pages each,
tritious quality to other late-cut grasses. “The
So fragile a structure as a mushroom can, unsteaming or cooking process reduces its fibrous
der certain circumstances, exert the most exstalk to a comparative pulp, rendering it palatatraordinary power; for, according to Mr. Meehan

of the Philadelphia Academy
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dant in production, tall as ordinary oats in
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Its qualities are sweet, nutritious, : sbun-

repeated cuttings throughout the

be

0 oh

(oual, a

np

so rapidly @fter cutting as this. We have known
it ify showery weather to start fully three inches

Sometimes their light represents a bluish

“fl Sig
:

Water with a quart of meal in it, night and morn-

ing, she doubles her milk.” 4

swath as this, nor ome from which so much cattle

The University of Oxford has done itself credit

Clair, Penn., the destruction of one-half the business part of thetown of Farmington, West Vir-

_ death

ofTputriment

grasses for dry
forage purposes.
No
which we have ever grown has yielded so

oys-

will

“1

whe
I change
n and ive my one cow a pail of warm

until the flower is fairly devel

ing eondition, as is the

:

beautifully luminous in a dark room.

of the week are, on MonSt. Louis, a $75,000 fire in
fire (and one man burned
‘a coal mine on fire at St.

ginia, by fire, five smaller

one may

star about the center of the shell, which

"The Hon. James M. Mason, formerly United
States Senator from Virginia, a::d more recently
representative of the Confederate States at the
Court of St. James, islying at the point of death
at his residence in the suburbs of Alexandria.
His complaint is said to be general nervous prostration,

.

story, and

and yet such a display of protective

ters, the liquor contains a variety of animalcules
and myriads of three distinct species of para

d tothe

southern claims commission.
Not more
one twentieth will probably be allowed.

"oo

amarvelous

Wo OFof Thomas
ThommaBBa
ael
Vt.,Voy two

In Barton,

worth anything to make a cow give milk; for

amount

1871.

he managed to get

urnip and I potatoes are
says: “I do not believe turnips

whiclrit
is produced. If suffered to stand
ng
enough to mature its seed, the stalk fiber becohes

This is

verification;

| extend but one inch.

hundred

frogs.

April,

Put the

in the summer season we consider its qualities
the most eminent, A few of its qualities will be
stated:
!
den
First, It starts early in the spring, with a

oped,

travelers. made

the

barley mieal.

a day; the other not quite so much. L. Ten~
ney, of Irasburg, Vt., has only one cow.
He

afford, to walt

broken it

Open an oyster, retain.the liquor in the lower
or deep shell, and, if viewed ‘through a microscope, it will be found to contain multitudes of
small oysters, covered with shells, and swimming
nimbly about,~one hundred and twenty of which

North Pacific

yond Brainard.

Five

watgr and

are certainly known.

Railroad at the rate of one mile a day, and over
three thousand men are employed in the construc-

tion of the work.

andthe

they had been giving,

boiled

large, quantities, to ‘be sure—for. the past 30
‘years, and know its value for the various pur-

ever, for the full

instinet is not more marvelous than mapy which

stage

burned and the mail destroyed.
The track is now laying

exhumed,

of milk

1's0 thuch milk, Me said he took good care of
»

into hay, fittp cut at'the same time. Yet; for
soiling purposes, it may be eut some days, or
even some weeks, earlier. It is better, how-

was found to contain about a half pint of clear,
cool water, in which arog was biding his time,
awaitihg the rainy season. _sA number of similar

than any

quantity

his neighbors inquirdd how

Li

early bloom, which is abofit the time of the blossoming of the commonred clover, and, if made

That a native called in help, went im-

when

the

meal intoa pail.and pour scalding water upon
it, then cool. it off with cold water. One of

water.

But

+

by giving' them

ing at its highest condition of excellence when in

Communication with ‘the ‘and followed it up to the shade of a small bush,

soop-bepin the egnstruction of an airline route
from Ogdensh ¥ to New York city, a distance

ble

broad, oat-like leat, growing rapidly, and. arriv-

Have raised $6,000,000, and will quite dry on the outside.

8, 1871,

brine vtrire———

writer offers a solution.
His statement is that on
a recent tour he became alarmed for want of

Here he commenced

L

‘STAR, MAY

poses we have mentioned ; but for soiling stock’

| suficiently to fil the water-holes they are found
to swarm with frogs, and this when

-

a

his cows.

“The New York, Utica and Ogdensburg Rail- "ball of clay, about eight inches in ‘diameter, and

-»
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From an essay by L. F. Allen, Esq., Black ker’s Dutch cows calved the first of the winter, |
Rock, N.Y., in the Tribune, we make the fol- -and they drank warm, water the first
week, |
lowing extract :—
but after that they had access to cold water.
a
:
y
We have grown this- grass constantly—not in’ One of the cows gave thirty-five pounds of milk

such dimensions
that all efforts 8’ clog 4 it are vain,! mediatelyto a dvy water-hole, found a crooked
and the efforts of 5000 men are dipfieted
to pr #nd indistinet track on what had once been.mud,

>
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Thirty-four Indians were killed in two recent
engagements with United States troops in Ari-
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